Commission Agenda

Wednesday, February 17th, 2021 - 5:30 p.m.
Zoom Webinar

Sustainability Commissioners: Chair-Zach Mulholland, Vice-Chair- Mtima Richardson, Howard Saxion, Art
Farley, Doug Edwards, Laura Allen, Louisa de Heer, Drew Johnson, Karyn Kaplan, Kelsey Zlevor, and Councilor
Emily Semple Staff: Samantha Roberts, Chelsea Clinton
Starting time
1. Opening (5 minutes)
5:30 p.m.
- Action item: Review and approve agenda
- Action item: Approve January meeting minutes
2. Public Comment (5 minutes)
5:35 p.m.
3. Commissioner Response to Public Comment (5 minutes)
5:40 p.m.
4. COE Legislative Update Presentation (40 minutes)
5:45 p.m.
5. Break (5 minutes)
6:25 p.m.
6. Committee Updates (40 minutes)
6:30 p.m.
Action Item: Approve Air Quality Committee Recommendations
Action Item: Approve CAP2.0 Funding Strategy Recommendations
Action Item: Approve Rules Revision Work Product
7. Work Plan Check In (30 minutes)
7:10 p.m.
8. Legislative Support Discussion (20 minutes)
7:40 p.m.
Action Item: Support for LC 258
Action Item: Support for Proposal of ESC 100% Clean Energy Resolution
9. Commissioner and Staff Updates (20 minutes)
8:00 p.m.
- Updates from Staff
- Updates from Commissioners
10. Council Communications and Updates ( 10 minutes)
_____8:20 p.m.
- Update from Councilor Semple (See Council Tentative Working Agenda)
11. Closing: next steps, other follow-up (5 minutes)
8:30 p.m.
The next scheduled meeting of the Sustainability Commission will be on March 17, 2020.
Please visit Lane County’s website regarding county protocols for COVID-19 meeting
restrictions. Meeting details for future meetings will be posted when available on the
Sustainability Commission website.
The Sustainability Commission welcomes your interest in these agenda items. All meetings are open to the
public and are wheelchair accessible. For the hearing impaired, an interpreter FM assistive listening system can
be provided with 48 hours notice prior to the meeting. Spanish language interpretation may also be provided
given 48 hours notice. To arrange for these services or for more information about this commission, contact
commission staff at 541-682-5649.
El sitio de la reunión tiene acceso para sillas de ruedas. Hay accesorios disponibles para personas con
afecciones del oído, o se les puede proveer un interprete avisando con 48 horas de anticipación. También se
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provee el servicio de interpretes en idioma espanol avisando con 48 horas de anticipación. Para reservar estos
servicios llame a la recepcionista al 541-682-5649.
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Commission Meeting Minutes
Wednesday, January 20, 2021 - 5:30 p.m.
Zoom Webinar

In attendance: Chair-Zach Mulholland, Vice-Chair- Mtima Richardson, Howard Saxion, Art Farley, Laura
Allen, Louisa de Heer, Karyn Kaplan, Jim Ball, Doug Edwards, Councilor Emily Semple, Drew Johnson and
Kelsey Zlevor
Staff: Chelsea Clinton, Samantha Roberts
Call to Order:
Chair Mulholland called the meeting to order.
Chair Mulholland requested replacing the FY21 Work Plan Update with the Sustainability Commission
Resolution in Support of Sunrise Eugene Recommendations on the agenda.
Action Item: Approve Agenda replacing FY21 Work Plan Update with Sustainability Commission
Resolution in Support of Sunrise Eugene Recommendations
Moved: Zach Mulholland
Seconded: Howard Saxion
Vote: Chair-Zach Mulholland, Vice-Chair- Mtima Richardson, Howard Saxion, Laura Allen, Louisa de Heer,
Karyn Kaplan, Jim Ball, Doug Edwards, Councilor Emily Semple, Drew Johnson and Kelsey Zlevor
Opposed: Art Farley
Abstain:
Chair Mulholland called for a motion to approve December minutes or request for discussion.
Action Item: Approved December Minutes
Moved: Laura Allen
Seconded: Mtima Richardson
Vote: All in favor
Abstain:

Public Comment

Selena Blick, with 350Eugene, supports the resolution put forward by Zach Mulholland.
David Gardiepy, EcoGeneration, spoke about the work of the organization. Expressed desire to build
relationship with the City of Eugene and its groups.
Dillan Plummer, Cascadia Wildlands, added a comment about the resolution put forward by Zach
Mulholland and added additional thoughts about items to add to the resolution. Expressed work being
done on behalf of the Fossil Free Eugene Coalition.
David Monk, with the Neighborhood Leader Council, spoke about the new Wildfire Preparedness
Coalition, and addressed staff and the Commission about efforts to engage the City of Eugene moving
forward.
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Aimee Okotie-Oyekan, spoke to examples of how land use decisions have hurt people in communities,
especially people of color. They requested support for upcoming legislative efforts to support
underserved communities in the face of climate change.

Commissioner Response to Public Comment

Councilor Semple said that David Monk should contact her, and expressed in putting together a work
session on urban wildfire prevention and support of the commission working on the issue also.
Commissioner Farley addressed David Gardiepy and inquired what a future relationship would look like
and requested a follow up email.
Commissioner Zlevor expressed appreciation for comments, especially Dylan Plummer and work around
NWN Franchise Agreement, as well as affirming comments from Aimee Okotie-Oyekan and the
Commission’s efforts towards equitable climate action planning. Expressed support in being good
partners with topics moving forward.
Chair Mulholland said he would try to get Fire updates to the Commission in the near future.
Commissioner Kaplan inquired of Aimee what environmental justice looks like to them, requesting a
follow up email. Chair Mulholland reminded the Commission that they will be given time to discuss the
legislation mentioned by Aimee later on in the meeting.

Presentation: City of Eugene, Urban Forestry

Carrie Peterson, Green Infrastructure Maintenance Manager, and Scott Altenhoff, Management Analyst,
presented to the Commission what the Urban Forestry workgroup is, what they do, what they don’t do,
how they are improving livability in the community and how the Commission and UF could work together.
Commissioner Farley inquired what loss of canopy means. Staff provided clarifications.
Commissioner de Heer discussed personal experience with urban tree canopy and inquired how urban
tree canopy is calculated, and how do staff work to preserve trees on private property, especially legacy
trees. Staff provided clarification for her questions. Commissioner de Heer inquired what ecosystems and
climates were considered for future-proof trees. Staff provided clarification.
Commissioner Johnson inquired of staff when canopy is calculated and how staff assess fire risk among
coniferous and deciduous trees. He spoke about previous thoughts around urban fire risk and what staff
have done to consider risks. Staff provided clarification.
Commissioner Saxion asked staff if the city has a tree ordinance related to development, reflecting on
seeing big trees removed for housing development wondering if there were related ordinances which
may affect that. He inquired about budget considerations. Commissioner Saxion inquired who takes
initiative on further ordinance planning and related dynamics between stakeholders. Staff provided
further clarification.
Chair Mulholland inquired about how trees are distributed equitably within the city and how inequitable
canopy cover is being addressed. Staff provided clarification.
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Commissioner Johnson, related to fire risks, inquired about whether City staff speak with EWEB about
burying power lines. Staff provided clarification.

Committee Updates
Commissioner Kaplan introduced and discussed proposal to approve work product of the Waste
Reduction Committee.
Commissioner Saxion inquired about differences in metric tons between emissions related to the landfill.
Commissioner Kaplan affirmed the number can be changed using information from page 6, Sector Based
Emissions from the Eugene Community Wide Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory. Staff will follow up
with the question and follow up with commissioners.
Commissioner Johnson made a comment regarding Short Mountain strategy to manage methane and
related tradeoffs with how the landfill is managed. Commissioner Kaplan provided follow up comment.
The two commissioners discussed tradeoffs of waste management.
Commissioner Ball commented further on Commissioner Johnson’s comments, reflecting on the
presentation from Lane County to the Commission regarding topics related to landfill waste management.
Commissioner Kaplan provided follow up comments.
Commissioner Kaplan commented further about Oregon’s waste management methods compared to
other municipalities and countries.
Chair Mulholland inquired if proposal determined total number of people numbered for large events or if
this would be left to City Council to determine. Commissioner Kaplan responded.
Action Item: Approve Waste Reduction Committee Proposal, as corrected
Moved: Art Farley
Seconded: Laura Allen
Vote: All in favor
Abstain:
Chair Mulholland introduced proposal to approve updated bylaws produced by the Rules Revision
Committee.
Commissioner Allen inquired if the committee decided to include language interpretation in addition to
sign language as related to ADA accessibility. Chair Mulholland provided clarification.
Councilor Semple inquired about language around event frequency, rate of community versus community
events, etc. Committee leadership provided clarification.
Commissioner Ball expressed that “shall” may be too harsh of a word related to commissioner event
participation. Commissioner Allen provided clarification.
Commissioner de Heer discussed thoughts on participation in grant events.
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Commissioner Ball expressed concern about COVID concerns related to public events related to changing
the language.
Staff expressed concern about an example of what the commission would use funds for, expressing
concern about making sure messaging is in alignment with Council’s expectations about what funds are to
be used for. Commissioners discussed relevance and necessity of line item.
The document will was not voted on given concerns from staff and commissioners regarding language.
Chair Mulholland introduced and discussed the Sustainability Commission Resolution in Support of
Sunrise Eugene Recommendations.
Commissioner Ball expressed this resolution may be too big to discuss this evening given substantial
impact on the community.
Commissioner Allen expressed support for the resolution and collaboration with community groups.
Agreed that if other Commissioners would like time to work on it, to hold off on the resolution until later.
Commissioner Zlevor expressed support to move forward the resolution but agree to wait if that’s
desired.
Commissioner Kaplan expressed support and support for doing so sooner rather than later.
Commissioner de Heer discussed definition of importance of a definition for ‘renewable’, as well as what
the emitter fee would be. She discussed concepts related to a ban of natural gas infrastructure, and what
regulatory authority the city has for this effort. Chair Mulholland provided clarifications.
Commission Saxion discussed thoughts about what was included in the resolution based on committee’s
discussion. He talked about discussions held in the Energy in Building Committee.
Commissioner Farley discussed thoughts about timing of the resolution as well as the Northwest Natural
franchise agreement and engagement within the community.
Commissioner Ball reiterated that city staff, Ethan Nelson would provide a short update regarding natural
gas work.
Commissioner Johnson discussed thoughts related to EWEB and Seneca contract and relation to the
Northwest Natural Gas franchise agreement. Discussed thoughts related to the resolution.
Commissioner Allen expressed support moving forward now given timing of the work.
Commissioner Ball discussed equity impacts of reducing rates of natural gas use.
Action Item: Approved Sustainability Commission Resolution in Support of Sunrise Eugene
Recommendations
Moved: Laura Allen
Seconded: Howard Saxion
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Vote: 8:2 passed,
Opposed: Art Farley, Jim Ball
Abstain: Louisa de Heer, Emily Semple

Staff Updates
Staff requested if Commissioners would like a template for Committee reports. Commissioners
responded affirmatively.

Commissioner Updates

Commissioner Allen explained request for the Commission to approve a proposal to support LC
1894/2902 - Environmental Justice for Oregon and HB 2488 - Equity and Climate in Land Use and request
for the Eugene City Council to endorse and support the bills through the city’s lobbying efforts.
Commissioner Allen spoke to this effort.
Commissioners discussed approving support for both the bills and a request to City Council to support the
bills as well.
Action Item: Approved Proposal to Support LC 1894/2902 - Environmental Justice for Oregon and HB
2488 - Equity and Climate In Land Use and request for the Eugene City Council to endorse and support
the bills through the city’s lobbying efforts
Moved: Louisa de Heer
Seconded: Drew Johnson
Vote: 11:1, passed
Opposed: Jim Ball
Abstain:

Council Communications and Updates

Councilor Semple discussed upcoming work of the City Council.

Closing

Commissioner Mulholland provided closing remarks and adjourned the meeting.
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Work Plan-Fiscal Year 2021
Overview

The Commission serves as an advisory body to the City Council and City Manager in the
development or initiation of programs or actions that will enhance and create sustainable practices
within the City and the community. The Commission focuses on the Triple Bottom Line aspects of
sustainability - social equity, environmental health and economic prosperity, and advises on policy
matters related to:
a)
b)
c)
d)

sustainable practices
businesses that produce sustainable products and services
City building design and infrastructure
related issues that directly affect sustainability efforts considered by the council

Core Priorities/Work Items

This Fiscal Year 2021 (FY21) work plan emphasizes core priorities including actionable items, equity,
and engagement. The core priorities guide the Commissions focal areas for on-going policy
discussion, analysis, and ultimately recommendations to the City Council.
The proposed core priorities and specific policy issues for the Commission in FY21 are the following.
1. Community Outreach
a. Grants Research, identify and implement a system to equitably provide small grants to
local community organizations for sustainability in work, education, and a just recovery
from COVID-19 in Eugene.
b. Bylaws Continue work to look at the commission’s bylaws to adjust calendars and
timelines for new commissioners and allow for grant approval.
c. Marginalized Communities Expand community involvement in sustainability by engaging
people from marginalized communities who don’t see their place of belonging in the
community.
d. Education and community event Develop and implement a community outreach event
that provides community members education about sustainability efforts locally and ways
individuals can live more sustainably.
2. CAP2.0 Implementation Plan. Advise additional actions to incorporate into the CAP2.0, seek
avenues for implementation, outreach to neighborhoods and provide support of the CAP2.0
Dashboard.
a. CAP2.0 Dashboard Continue FY20 work on the CAP2.0 Dashboard to identify up to 10
metrics City Council and the City Manager can use to measure annual progress made by
the CAP2.0.
b. Neighborhood Outreach Research, identify and implement a system to reach out to the
local community neighborhoods to communicate the work of the CAP2.0, gather
community feedback and provide City Council and the City Manager details about
community sentiments.
c. CAP2.0 Community Recommended Actions Investigate and report out options for City
Council and the City Manager to consider regarding ways to vet and incorporate the
additional community recommended actions.
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3.

4.

5.
6.

7.

d. Funding for CAP2.0 Implementation. Research policy options to fund the implementation
of the CAP2.0 by researching the work of other communities to do the same. Identify
strategies that tie in equity and climate work within implementation.
Waste Reduction Research policy options that continue to further Eugene’s efforts towards waste
reduction in the use of single-use plastics, food waste and waste produced from large events.
Explore ways to extend and enhances these efforts.
a. Sustainability at Large Events Research policy options for City Council and the City
Manager to explore regulating waste reduction and sustainability for large community
events.
b. Plastics Research policy options for City Council and the City Manager to explore that
minimize the local use of single-use plastics and other plastic waste.
c. Waste reduction committee Look at avenues to reduce single-use plastics and other waste
through a waste reduction committee.
Equity Lens Development Within the Work of the Sustainability Commission Develop an
equity lens to integrate into the work of the Commission and actively seek opportunities to
equitable address sustainability and climate concerns, including in presentations to the
Commission.
City Budget Identify ways to address sustainability through the city’s budget, as well as methods
to maintain current funding for sustainability projects.
Areas for Further Research:
a. Air Quality Research factors impacting air quality problems in Eugene. Look for solutions
that the City and partner agencies can implement and that are sustainable which would
improve air quality.
b. Governance Structure Explore how to bolster work of environmental and racial justice in
sustainability efforts throughout the City.
c. Education about Long-Term Goals of City Departments Learn more about City
departments long-term goals, key metrics and trends to better advise City Council, the City
Manager and staff regarding sustainability and climate issues.
d. Development of relationship with City Council Explore ways to build a better
relationship with City Council and the City Manager, improve flow of information between
the City Council, City Manager and the Commission, and allow the Commission more time
to present to City Council and the City Manager directly the ideas being proposed by work
in committees.
e. Resiliency Research how we can localize the supply chain and increase resiliency of the
physical landscape and local community.
f. Affordable Housing Explore ways to support development of affordable housing in
Eugene, monitoring the expansion of HB2001 and its impact on our community.
g. Urban Forestry Explore ways to expand fire protections and sustainability concerns
related to urban Forestry in Eugene.
h. Fossil Fuel Risk Bonds Explore ways to mitigate financial risks associated with fossil fuel
storage, transport, and combustion.
i. Emergency Preparedness Learn more about what the city can do to add resiliency to the
community in the way of emergency preparedness solutions.
Emerging Issues. Address unforeseen, but important sustainability-related items presented by
the Mayor, City Council, City Manager, Commissioners, or the public, in accordance with the
Commission’s adopted operating procedures.

Outcomes
•
•
•

Provide policy recommendations to Eugene City Council.
Provide a forum for addressing public concerns related to sustainable policies and practices.
Provide input to City Council and City Manager on sustainability policies and practices that reflect
community values.
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RE: Air Quality
Eugene Sustainability Commission
Submitted for consideration: February, 2021.
Background on air quality:
The World Health Organization estimates air pollution kills more than 7 million people each year and is one of
the leading causes of sickness and absence from work globally 1;
Poor air quality continues to negatively impact the Willamette Valley, and the unique topography of Eugene
traps air pollution over the city;
The Eugene metro area has frequent spikes of air pollution exceeding safe levels throughout the winter, despite
meeting averages within legal limits;
Eugene’s most common and serious type of pollution is PM 2.5 generated by diesel emissions and wood
burning 2;
Oregon DEQ data shows that woodstoves in Oregon contribute 12.8 million pounds of hazardous particulates
annually, on par with a major wildfire 3;
Pollution Source: Home Wood Heating
LRAPA leadership reports that the major cause of poor air quality in winter is residential home wood heating 4;
there are over 35,000 registered wood burning stoves within the city of Eugene 5;
Eugene has no tracking and reporting requirements for heat source of rental units, and an unknown number of
rentals have wood burning stoves;
Uncertified stoves emit on average 5 times the particulates of new models; there are new federal tax credits for
wood stove replacements 6, and it is illegal to sell a home with an uncertified stove;
Indoor PM 2.5 levels can reach hazardous levels in homes with active wood heating from old stoves or poor
burning practices 7.

Pollution Source: Mobile Combustion and Train Emissions
Train systems within the COE are federally regulated; however, there are opportunities for leverage by the city
of Eugene, such as has been done with noise issues.

The Guardian 1.20.21
LRAPA interview with Merlyn Hough
3 OPB January 16,2020.
4 LRAPA interview with Merlyn Hough.
5 RLID, accessed January 2021.
6 Hearth, Patio, and BBQ Association
7 Noonan et al. “Residential indoor PM 2.5 in wood stove homes: Follow up of the Libby Changeout program. Dec. 2021
1
2
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Train operators idle within the city limits at the 5th St train station, emitting significant diesel particulate
pollution into an area of significant economic investment;
Problem: Agency Funding, Enforcement and Communication
Enforcement of point source air pollution (industrial or other) within the city limits is based only on citizen
complaints;
Funding for LRAPA outreach and education programming in the city of Eugene was greatly reduced with the
2008 budget, and never restored, primarily impacting education and enforcement within the city.
There were no points of contact between LRAPA and COE staff during the disastrous smoke of September 2021.
There were unacceptable delays in creating safe, clear air spaces as required by state law, causing untold health
impacts on the community;
Three known industrial polluters within the city limits are currently being audited and reviewed at the state level
through the new DEQ program “Cleaner Air Oregon” and have been fined many times for illegal toxic emissions.

Recommendations:
1) Wood Burning: Recommendations for home wood heating
○ ORDINANCE to reduce opacity limits for wood stoves from 40% to 20%, which will allow for education
and intervention in polluting residential stoves at the same level as Oakridge in Lane County 8.
○ POLICY to track wood stoves in rentals: Require landlords to both report all heating sources for rentals
inside the city 9) when they pay their annual fees, and confirm stove certification. Landlord will pay costs of
annual maintenance for working stoves.
○ ORDINANCE: prohibit sole source wood heat in rental units and require units with wood heat to have
covered wood storage 10.
○ COLLABORATE with LRAPA/EWEB to promote and fund changeouts for uncertified stoves and promote
rebate programs for efficient electric heat.
2) Education and Outreach: Recommendations for Improved Effectiveness of Air Quality Management
○ REVIEW funding cuts to LRAPA and consider appropriate method to improve access to information and
communication about safe burning, complaints process and smoke events, especially for non-English
speakers.
○ DEVELOP a Smoke Management Plan with LRAPA to facilitate improved communication during smoke
event.
○ Enforcement in the city of Eugene should include fence-line monitoring of known polluters, instead of
relying upon self-reporting and citizen complaints.
3) Trains: LEVERAGE Train operators that use the rail system through Eugene yard shall reduce airborne
particulates from open cars by covering them, and prohibit idling as a standard policy.
LRAPA.org Oakridge Ordinance
This data gathering will feed into recommendations within the Climate Action Plan Action B3 – Report on Options
for Energy Efficiency Standards in Rental Housing has a target date of 2023
10
Engage the Lane County Rental Owners Association to provide data and engage in education on safe heating
opportunities.
8
9
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4) Air Toxics: Communication Practice ASSIGN a city staff member to follow the reports from Cleaner Air
Oregon programs in Eugene and provide updates to Council.
5) Prevent Unequal impacts from Recommendations on marginalized communities
○ PARTNER with OHA, DEQ, and other state agencies to relaunch wood stove upgrades rebate program
that sunset in 2017.
○ WORK with EWEB to increase access to and awareness of home electric heating funds, loans and
rebates, focused on rental housing.
The clear triple bottom line issues for the City of Eugene are:
● Communities of color and marginalized neighbors are disproportionately impacted by the locations of
high traffic corridors like Hwy 99 and the Beltline, as well as being surrounded by heavy industry in West
Eugene 11.
● Communication, education, and enforcement around air quality and hazards are issues of equity that
have not been adequately met by LRAPA following the reduction in per resident fees in 2008.
● Health impacts cause people to miss work, harming the economy. Marginalized communities are most
likely to live in neighborhoods with poor air quality, and are most in need of access to safe, inexpensive
sources of heat like wood.
Interviews and information sources:
Merlyn Hough, Travis Knudsen, Lance Giles, LRAPA
Misti Frost, Beyond Toxics and LRAPA Board member
Lisa Arkin, Beyond Toxics
Rachelle, COE Rental Housing Program
Oakridge Air
EWEB, Loan Programs Office

EPA civil rights complaint from 2014 was confirmed in 2019. “West Eugene are exposed to 99% of all Eugene’s
air toxins, according to a report created by Beyond Toxics and Centro Latino Americano in 2011”. (Eugene
Weekly, Oct19, 2019)
11
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Proposal: Eugene Climate Action Fund
Introduction
Eugene recently enacted a new Climate Action Plan CAP2.0 that sets goals to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions and the city’s carbon footprint. However, many actions in the plan are either not
funded at all or underfunded. This document highlights existing challenges with the
implementation plan of the CAP and offers potential solutions around funding options.

Funding challenges with the CAP 2.0
Overall there are widespread funding shortfalls for the CAP implementation, including many
energy efficiency actions (B2-B4), all community Equity Panel recommendations, and many EV
actions. Additional shortfalls include:
 Lack of staff resources for CAP implementation. The City has just 2.0 FTE for
Sustainability serving a City of 175,000 and tasked with implementing an ambitious
climate plan. One of these positions is currently listed as a temporary position.
 Lack of funding to incentivize community actions. Incentives would make these
actions feasible for a broader spectrum of people and funding could prioritize lower
income residents. Incentives could include: energy efficiency upgrades, electrification,
solar installation, EV.
 Lack of funding for bike and pedestrian projects from the TSP. The transportation
sector represents 78% of emission reductions in the CAP Gap Analysis but is lacking
funding for actions to close this gap or to fully implement the TSP.

Recommendation
To address these financial challenges the Sustainability Commission recommends the
establishment of a dedicated fund to support actions and incentives addressing climate change as
part of the CAP2.0 implementation.
Therefore, the Eugene Sustainability Commission urges the Eugene City Council to establish the
Eugene Climate Action Fund to implement the actions detailed in the CAP2.0. The Fund would
be supported by one or more funding mechanisms related to carbon use, as well as grant funds as
available, with income earmarked for use solely by the Fund.
Funding opportunities and their preliminary evaluations are described in the accompanying
attachment.
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Possible Funding Mechanisms for the Eugene
Climate Action Fund
Below is a list of various funding mechanisms with examples of how they are being used in other
places.

1. Carbon Pricing
Carbon pricing is a market-based mechanism that creates financial incentives to reduce
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. Carbon pricing programs can be implemented through
legislative or regulatory action at the local, state or national level. Eleven states that are home to
over a quarter of the U.S. population and account for a third of U.S. GDP have active carbonpricing programs and are successfully reducing emissions. There are a variety of carbon pricing
proposals at the federal level. The state of Oregon’s attempt at carbon pricing was not successful
in 2019.
There are a handful of examples of local areas utilizing carbon pricing to fund climate work.
(Reference here)
 In 2008, the Bay Area Air Quality Management District, which spans nine counties,
passed a 4.4 cent per carbon ton fee that applies to 500 businesses. This established a
much lower price on carbon pollution than is needed to truly incentivize a transition to
clean energy, but was nevertheless the time a locale in the US approved carbon pricing.
The tax was approved by air pollution regulators 15-1. It generates $1.1 million per year
in revenue.
 BOULDER, COLORADO The Climate Action Plan (CAP) tax became America's first
voter-approved climate mitigation tax in 2006. Under CAP, the city’s only electric utility,
Xcel Energy, charges residents and businesses a fee via their monthly utility bills. The
CAP tax is not a traditional carbon tax because it is imposed based off electric usage (in
kWh), not carbon content. But because there is only one electric provider, and because
CAP exempts renewable energy consumers, it has the same effect of a carbon tax. It
effectively imposes a $8.62 per carbon ton fee for residents and a $1.52 per ton fee for
businesses. Tax revenue is used to fund weatherization efforts, sustainability projects, and
solar rebates. The program was renewed in 2012.
 ASPEN AND PIKE COUNTY, COLORADO The Renewable Energy Mitigation
Program (REMP) requires new homes to meet a strict energy budget or pay additional
fees. Homeowners who go over their established budget, and consume extra energy, must
either install a renewable energy system or pay an emissions tax. Revenue from this tax,
established in 2000, is subsequently invested in energy efficiency measures. While this is
not a straight carbon tax, it effectively incentivizes renewable energy usage. The REMP
model has been applied to a number of other locales in Colorado, including Snowmass
Village, Carbondale, and Eagle County. It has also been implemented in Martha’s
Vineyard, Massachusetts.
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Airport Fee
Airline travel is a source of carbon emissions. This again is a natural place to focus climate
action fundraising. The recent Airport Master Plan Update shows that, pre-pandemic, over
500,000 commercial tickets are serviced per year and that number is expected to rise. Charging a
$2.00 fee per ticket would thus raise a bit over $1 million per year, in effect being a locallydirected, carbon offset potential for airline travel.
Carbon Tax
This would be a tax on the consumption of natural gas and gasoline. The purpose of a carbon tax
is to reflect the social and environmental cost of burning carbon. Carbon taxes ensure that
companies and consumers help reduce and mitigate the impacts of burning carbon.
From CAP2.0, we see that Eugene emits about 856,000 metric tons of CO2 year from
transportation and buildings. If we were to collect $1.00 per metric ton, we could generate
$856,000 per year. There are two main sources of this CO2, vehicle gasoline and natural gas for
buildings.
Burning one gallon of gasoline generates about 20 pounds of CO2. This is 1/100th of a ton
(0.01) of a ton, so if we charge $0.01 per gallon (one cent), we would collect $1.00 per ton of
CO2 emitted by burning gasoline.
The other major source of CO2 emissions is the burning of natural gas for heating and other uses.
Burning one thousand cubic feet of natural gas emits about 120 pounds of CO2, That is 0.06 of a
ton, so if we charge $0.06 per thousand cubic feet (6 cents), we would collect $1.00 per ton of
CO2.
Healthy Climate Fee
Potential funds raised: $1,600,000
The City of Portland is pursuing enacting a “Healthy Climate Fee” of $25/ton on entities
emitting over 2,500 tons per year. This is a form of carbon pricing soley targeting the largest
individual emitters. A similar fee in Eugene would affect 12 entities (see appendix).

2. Property Tax (Ballot measure)
Buildings and other developments are significant factors in emissions. A ballot measure could
add a property tax to create a sustained funding source for CAP efforts. This tax would not be
based upon carbon use directly, but would be a broad-based means for raising needed funds.
Examples are the recently passed operating levy and bond measure for parks maintenance and
development.
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Another example is the 2020 measure 20-312 which secured funding for the Upper Willamette
Soil and Water Conservation District with a $0.07 tax per $1000 of assessed property value (no
more than $14 per year for a home valued at $200,000). The advantages of this funding
mechanism is it would create a secure, long term source of money, though it requires a lot of
effort and resources to get a measure on the ballot.
A tax of $0.06 per thousand assessed value would yield around $1 million per annum, as
Eugene’s total assessed property value is about $17 billion. That is $30 annually for a home
valued at $500,000.

3. Green/Climate Bonds
Green bonds are essentially infrastructure bonds tailored specifically to finance climate solutions.
The scope of projects that can be financed is determined by the issuer and can be broad or
specific. According to the Climate Trust, “Climate bonds can be structured exactly the same as
traditional Treasury-style bonds (marketable, fixed-interest U.S. government debt security with a
maturity of more than 10 years) and are thus easily included into institutional investment
portfolios.” These bonds can attract private sector investment to help bridget the climate finance
gap.
In 2016, The City of Portland was the first place to sell a Green Bond in the state of Oregon.
Proceeds of the bonds will provide $18.5 million to the Bureau of Transportation to convert the
City’s existing street lights from high pressure sodium bulbs to energy-efficient LEDs. This
conversion is expected to result in an energy savings of almost 30 million kilowatt hours per
year, or the amount of energy needed to power 3,000 homes.

4. Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) Loans
PACE loans are a financing mechanism implemented by local governments that allows
residential or commercial property owners to finance energy efficiency and renewable energy
improvements. The repayment of qualified energy improvements is done via a voluntary
property tax assessment collected by local governments, just as other public infrastructure
investments are financed. PACE project financing may be provided by municipal bonds or
third-party capital secured by the property assessment payments. Homeowners repay the
loans via a line item on their property tax bill and repayment responsibility transfers to the
next owner if the home is sold.
California passed legislation to enable PACE financing in 2007, and since has financed
billions of dollars in both residential and commercial clean energy projects around the state.
Oregon passed PACE-enabling legislation in 2014 for renewable and energy efficiency
improvements. Currently, only Multnomah County has a program.
 Multnomah County currently has a commercial PACE program
 View this site for more information on PACE programs
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5. Revolving Loan Fund
According to the US Department of Energy, A Green Revolving Fund (GRF) is “an internal
capital pool that is dedicated to funding energy efficiency, renewable energy, and/or
sustainability projects that generate cost savings. A portion of those savings are then used to
replenish the fund (i.e. revolved) allowing for reinvestment in future projects of similar value.
This establishes an ongoing funding vehicle that helps drive energy efficiency and sustainability
over time, while generating cost savings and ensuring capital is available for important projects.”
Harvard University uses a GRF to implement sustainability projects. Since 2002 the fund has
supported nearly 200 projects that have yielded over $4 million in energy savings annually.

6. Natural Gas Franchise Fee or Excise Tax.
Potential funds raised: $1,400,000
Franchise fee or excise tax can be set by a city ordinance as Gresham did so that NW Natural
pays for clean air, energy efficiency, and climate protection programs. The current franchise fee
of 5% raises approximately $1.4 million per year.

7. Grants
There are several public and private foundations supporting work by cities on climate change
action. A subset are:





USDN Innovation Fund (Urban Sustainability Directors Network)
Kresge Foundation Environment Program
The Funders Network- Partners in Places
Surdna Foundation Social and Environmental Justice

8. Funding through Utility Fees
One example of a local utility raising funding for clean power is Los Angeles Department of
Water and Power (LADWP). Their board voted to raise the rates to fund clean power because
city regulations required carbon reductions. The board estimated that around 80% of power
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revenue would go to clean energy and climate change goals. The City of Eugene could work
with EWEB to expand local programs.

9. Clean Air Fee
Potential funds raised: $900,000
The Clean Air Protection Fee would establish a tiered fee ($15,000/$25,000/$40,000) on
facilities that generate substantial hazardous air pollution locally and are therefore required to
hold Simple Air Contaminant Discharge Permits, Standard Air Contaminant Discharge Permits,
or Title V Permits from the Oregon DEQ. A similar program here would affect 41 facilities (see
appendix).
Currently, the City of Portland is going through rulemaking for this program. Following
Portland’s model, this fund could be used to support the City in administering
community‐wide pollution reduction programs and environmental justice protection.
The program priorities would be developed collaboratively with community partners,
such as:
1. Analyze how levels of air pollution vary within the city and how that exposure
impacts Eugene residents, especially BIPOC communities, to inform and
prioritize action plans that protect the most marginalized and health impaired in
the community, including helping to resource communities. This includes
improved access to data and information for communities, City staff, and
regional partners.
2. Develop and manage programs that reduce exposure to air pollution from motor
vehicles, construction equipment, residential wood combustion, wildfire events,
and heat, with a priority focus on the most marginalized and impacted
communities. The City will work with frontline community organizations and
other jurisdictional leaders, like Lane County, LRAPA, and DEQ, to develop
priority actions.
Develop and implement a community plan to protect Eugene residents from poor air quality and
protect the most vulnerable from bad air quality days (for example, expanding access to air
filtration systems and cooling community centers for heat and wildfire events). This work will be
done in coordination with Lane County, LTD, City agencies, health care and community
partners.

10. Transportation Funding Options
The 20 year bike and pedestrian projects from the TSP is not on pace to be completed with
current funding levels and requires a dedicated plan to fully fund its implementation. These
funding mechanisms could support city staff to work with the Active transportation Committee
to create a plan to fully fund the project list from the Transportation System Plan within the 20-
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year timeframe of the plan (set to end in 2037) through a combination of state and federal funds,
road bonds, gas taxes, vehicle registration fees, other road fund, and grants.
Road Bonds
Potential funds raised: $1,000,000
Most recent bond in 2017 approved $5 million in spending for biking and walking safety projects
out of $51.2 million in total Bond revenue. This was an increase in the percentage of bond funds
dedicated to bike and pedestrian safety projects from the previous bond. Another bond will likely
be recommended by the Active Transportation Committee for approval by voters in 2022 and
this may be an opportunity to increase funds for these types of projects.
Gas Taxes
Potential funds raised: $600,000-$6,000,000
Eugene currently has a $.05 local gas tax raising approximately $3 million per year distributed to
the City annually. An increase in this rate could be dedicated to bike and pedestrian safety
projects.
Registration Fees
Potential funds raised: $750,000-$4,000,000
Clackamas County has enacted such a fee ($30 per annum) to fund needed road safety projects.
Perhaps we could do this for transportation-related emissions reduction projects such as bike
path improvements or bike and car charging stations. Oregon State DMV statistics show in 2019
336,000 passenger cars and 3300 trucks registered in Lane County. Assuming one-half of cars
and one-third of trucks are registered in Eugene, an annual $10 registration fee on these vehicles
would collect more than $1 million.
An increase in registration fees could be tailored to equalize fees paid by different types of
vehicles, where more fuel-efficient vehicles currently pay more (e.g., raising registration fees for
all internal combustion engine vehicles to $152 or $162 for a two-year period)
Current 2-year registration fee rates for passenger vehicles:
0-19 mpg vehicles - $122
20-39 mpg vehicles - $132
40+ mpg vehicles - $152
EV’s - $306

Clean Energy Fund
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The Portland Clean Energy Community Benefits Fund (PCEF) provides dedicated funding for
climate action that advances racial and social justice and was created by a local ballot measure.
The Fund is anticipated to bring $44 - $61 million in new annual revenue for green jobs, healthy
homes, and a climate-friendly Portland. The State of Oregon’s 2019 Corporate Activity Tax
explicitly prohibits other cities from enacting a similar legislation so this is not a replicable
funding option for Eugene.
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Appendix
a. Spreadsheet of Funding Sources
b. List of potentially covered entities Healthy Climate Fee
c. List of potentially covered entities Clean Air Fee
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Funding Source

Buildings and
Energy and
General Climate
Funding Sources
Carbon Pricing
Natural Gas, $1$25

Natural Gas
Excise Tax or

Potential
Funds
Raised
Annually

GHG
Emissions
Subject to
Fee
(Metric
Tons
CO2e)

Impacts

Restriction
s

$267,000$6,675,000

267,031

Assuming fee at
Unknown
$15 per metric
ton:
-Average cost per
residential
customer = $50 /
year
-Average cost per
commercial
customer = $360 /
year
-Average cost per
industrial
customer =
$20,500 / year
https://www.euge
neor.gov/Document
Center/View/4600
1/Recommendatio
ns-for-AddEugene-ClimateActions-to-MeetEugenes-CROTargets--GoalsGap-Analysis

$280,000$1,400,000

267,031

1%-5% increase in
gas bills

Notes

Burning one thousand cubic feet of natural gas
emits about 120 pounds of CO2, That is 0.06 of a
ton, so if we charge $0.06 per thousand cubic feet
(6 cents), we would collect $1.00 per ton of CO2.

Unknown
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Franchise Fee,
1%-5%
Healthy Climate
Fee

Clean Air Fee

$1,600,000
(assuming
UO not
covered)

65,475
(assuming
UO not
covered)

$900,000

Covers
Toxics
Emissions

$25/ton to
emitters of
greater than 2,500
metric tons CO2e,
12 facilities (see
appendix)
$15,000/$25,000/
$40,000 per
facility, 41
facilities (see
appendix)

Unknown

Unknown
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Following Portland’s model, this fund could be used to support the
City in administering community‐wide pollution reduction programs
and environmental justice protection. The program priorities would
be developed collaboratively with community partners, such as:
1. Analyze how levels of air pollution vary within the city and
how that exposure impacts Eugene residents, especially
BIPOC communities, to inform and prioritize action plans
that protect the most marginalized and health impaired in
the community, including helping to resource communities.
This includes improved access to data and information for
communities, City staff, and regional partners.
2. Develop and manage programs that reduce exposure to air
pollution from motor vehicles, construction equipment,
residential wood combustion, wildfire events, and heat, with
a priority focus on the most marginalized and impacted
communities. The City will work with frontline community
organizations and other jurisdictional leaders, like Lane
County, LRAPA, and DEQ, to develop priority actions.
3. Develop and implement a community plan to protect Eugene
residents from poor air quality and protect the most
vulnerable from bad air quality days (for example, expanding
access to air filtration systems and cooling community
centers for heat and wildfire events). This work will be done
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in coordination with Lane County, LTD, City agencies, health
care and community partners.
Grants

Unknown

NA

Unknown

Unknown

There are several public and private foundations
supporting work by cities on climate change action. A
subset are:
•

•
•
•

Transportation
Funding Sources
Carbon Tax, $1$25

State and Federal
Funding
Road Repair
Bonds, Double

$538,000$13,465,00
0

USDN Innovation Fund (Urban Sustainability Directors
Network)
https://www.usdn.org/uploads/cms/documents/usdn_if_2
019_investment_summary.pdf
Kresge Foundation Environment Program
https://kresge.org/our-work/environment/
The Funders Network, Partners in Places
https://www.fundersnetwork.org/partners-for-places/
Surdna Foundation Social and Environmental Justice:
https://surdna.org/

A carbon tax for
vehicles would
result in
approximately

Unknown

Burning one gallon of gasoline generates about 20
pounds of CO2. This is 1/100th of a ton (0.01) of a
ton, so if we charge $0.01 per gallon (one cent), we
would collect $1.00 per ton of CO2 emitted by
burning gasoline.
While City can advocate for more funding, this decision is ultimately
up to the State and Federal Governments.
Most recent bond in 2017 approved $5 million in spending for biking
and walking safety projects out of $51.2 million in total Bond

Unknown

NA

Unknown

Unknown

$1,000,000

NA

Potentially zero if
percentage of

Restricted
to what is
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dedicated
revenue for
biking and
walking safety
projects when
next up for voter
approval
Gas Tax, $.01$.10 per gallon

Registration
Fees, $5-$20
increase to
registration fees
for Internal
Combustion
Engine Vehicles

bond for walking
and biking safety
projects increases
while the total
bond size stays
the same

approved
in bond

Can likely
only be
spent on
projects in
or
adjacent
to
roadway
Can likely
only be
spent on
projects in
or
adjacent
to
roadway

$600,000$6,000,000

538,612

$.01-$.10 per
gallon

$750,000$4,000,000

538,612

$5-$30 per year
depending on
type of vehicle
driven.

revenue (https://www.eugeneor.gov/ArchiveCenter/ViewFile/Item/5085).
This was an increase in the percentage of bond funds dedicated to
bike and pedestrian safety projects from the previous bond. Another
bond will likely be recommended by the Active Transportation
Committee for approval by voters in 2022 and this may be an
opportunity to increase funds for these types of projects.
Eugene currently has a $.05 local gas tax raising approximately $3
million per year:
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/ftg/pages/taxabledistributionreports.
aspx

Can be tailored to equalize fees paid by different types of vehicles,
where more fuel-efficient vehicles currently pay more (e.g., raising
registration fees for all internal combustion engine vehicles to $152
or $162 for a two-year period)
Current 2-year registration fee rates for passenger vehicles:
0-19 mpg - $122
20-39 mpg - $132
40+ mpg - $152
EV’s - $306
Numbers of Registered Vehicles in Lane County:
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/DMV/docs/2019_Vehicle_County_Re
gistration.pdf
Current Vehicle Registration Fees:
https://www.oregon.gov/odot/dmv/docs/chapter_m.pdf
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Consumption
Emissions
Funding Sources
Airport Fee, $1-5
per ticket

$500,000$2,500,000

66,226

$1-$5 per ticket

Unknown

Other Potential
Funding Sources
Property Tax
Bond or
Operating Levy
Green/Climate
Bonds

If invested in local “offset” projects and marketed as such, could be
spent on urban forestry and protecting forest land that provides
ecosystem services. Some funds could be used to prepare the airport
to be an early hub for zero-emissions (electric or hydrogen) flight.

Green bonds are essentially infrastructure bonds tailored
specifically to finance climate solutions. The scope of projects
that can be financed is determined by the issuer and can be
broad or specific. According to the Climate Trust, “Climate
bonds can be structured exactly the same as traditional
Treasury-style bonds (marketable, fixed-interest U.S.
government debt security with a maturity of more than 10
years) and are thus easily included into institutional
investment portfolios.” These bonds can attract private
sector investment to help bridget the climate finance gap.

In 2016, The City of Portland was the first place to sell a Green
Bond in the state of Oregon. Proceeds of the bonds will provide
$18.5 million to the Bureau of Transportation to convert the
City’s existing street lights from high pressure sodium bulbs to
energy-efficient LEDs. This conversion is expected to result in
an energy savings of almost 30 million kilowatt hours per year,
or the amount of energy needed to power 3,000 homes.
One example of a local utility raising funding for clean power is
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP). Their
board voted to raise the rates to fund clean power because city
regulations required carbon reductions. The board estimated

Utility Fees
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that around 80% of power revenue would go to clean energy
and climate change goals.
Revolving Loan
Fund

Depends
on level of
initial and
ongoing
funding

A Green Revolving Fund (GRF) is an internal
capital pool that is dedicated to funding energy
efficiency, renewable energy, and/or sustainability
projects that generate cost savings. A portion of
those savings are then used to replenish the fund
(i.e. revolved) allowing for reinvestment in future
projects of similar value. This establishes an
ongoing funding vehicle that helps drive energy
efficiency and sustainability over time, while
generating cost savings and ensuring capital is
available for important projects.

Property
Assessed Clean
Energy (PACE)
Loans –

Depends
on uptake
of program

A financing mechanism implemented by local governments
that allows residential or commercial property owners to
finance energy efficiency and renewable energy
improvements. The repayment of qualified energy
improvements is done via a voluntary property tax
assessment collected by local governments, just as other
public infrastructure investments are financed. The financing
for PACE projects may be provided by municipal bonds or
third-party capital secured by the property assessment
payments. Homeowners repay the loans via a line item on
their property tax bill and repayment responsibility transfers
to the next owner if the home is sold.
Multnomah County currently has a commercial PACE program
running:
https://multco.us/sustainability/propertyfit#:~:text=Unleash%20your
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%20property%20potential%20with,energy%20consumption%20or%2
0generate%20energy.
Information on PACE programs
https://spotforcleanenergy.org/state/oregon/residential-propertyassessed-clean-energy/
Portland Clean
Energy Fund
Modeled
Corporate
Activities Tax

NA

NA

NA

Likely no
longer
allowed
due to
preemptio
n in
statewide
bill for
corporate
activities
tax to fund
schools

The Portland Clean Energy Community Benefits Fund (PCEF)
provides dedicated funding for climate action that advances
racial and social justice and was created by a local ballot
measure.
The Fund is anticipated to bring $44 - $61 million in new annual
revenue for green jobs, healthy homes, and a climate-friendly
Portland. The State of Oregon’s 2019 Corporate Activity Tax
explicitly prohibits other cities from enacting a similar
legislation.

Healthy Climate Fee Covered Entities
Facility Name
J.H. Baxter & Co.

Anthropogenic
Emissions

Funds Raised

3,189

79,725

21,124

528,100

Northwest Hardwoods, Inc.

2,505

62,633

Emerald Forest Products #3

5,213

130,323

Emerald Forest Products #1

10,204

255,108

Flakeboard America LTD, Eugene MDF
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Forrest Paint Company

4,213

105,330

Georgia-Pacific Chemicals, LLC

3,658

91,440

Attune Foods

2,531

63,265

Seneca Sustainable Energy, LLC

2,607

65,178

Seneca Sawmill

3,282

82,048

Weyerhaeuser NR Company - Eugene, OR ELP

4,126

103,160

University of Oregon*

20,802

Wildish Sand & Gravel Co.
Total

2,823

70,573

86,277

1,636,880

Clean Air Fee Covered Entities
Title V - $40,000 fee

ACDP Simple $15,000 Fee

ACDP Standard - $25,000 fee

Georgia-Pacific Chemicals LLC

Bulk Handling Systems

Johnson Crushers International

A & K Development Company, LLC
Armur Electrostatic Powder
Coatings & Sandblasting

Lanz Cabinet Shop

Atkore Plastic Pipe Co dba
Ridgeline Pipe Mfg

Murphy Company
Seneca Sustainable Energy,
LLC
SFPP, L.P. Eugene Terminal
Weyerhaeuser NR Company,
Eugene, OR ELP

Delta Sand & Gravel
Emerald Forest Products, Plant 1

Attune Foods, LLC Permit

*EPUD

Aurora Innovations, Inc.

*Eugene/Springfield Water Pollution
Control Facility

Costco Gasoline #17
Gheen Irrigation Works, Inc. dba
Lake Eugene

Forrest Paint
J. H. Baxter
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Grain Millers, Inc. Permit 203136

*Short Mountain Landfill

Grain Millers, Inc. Permit 203155

McFarland Cascade Pole & Lumber

Northwest Pipeline LLC
Horizon Prestain, Inc.
King Retail Solutions
Lafarge PNW Inc.
Lane Forest Products Permit
Master Sandblasting & Powder
Coating, Inc.
Newood Display Fixture Mfg., Co.

Seneca Sawmill Company
*University of Oregon
Western Pneumatics, Inc.
Wildish Sand & Gravel Co - Stationary
Asphalt Concrete
Wildish Sand & Gravel Co - Stationary
Rock Crusher

Oregon Tread Rubber Company & Wyatt's Tire Center
Peterson Pacific Corp
Pierce Fittings, Inc.
Rexius Organics Processing Facility

The Willamette Valley Company LLC
Bowtech Inc. - Waterdog Surface Technologies
Whittier Wood Prod
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Willamette Valley Sandblasting
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ORGANIZATION AND BYLAWS OF THE
CITY OF EUGENE
SUSTAINABILITY COMMISSION

Style Definition: Normal

(Adopted July 21, 2010)

INTRODUCTION

The City of Eugene is committed to enabling the Eugene community and City organization to
become more sustainable, and with the help of the Sustainability Commission will work to
develop or enhance programs or actions that will result in more sustainable practices within the
community and City.
Sustainability Commission Mission Statement
The Sustainability Commission works to create a healthy community now and in the future by
proposing measurable solutions to pressing environmental, social and economic concerns to
the City of Eugene, its partners and its people.
The following sets forth information, rules and regulations concerning the Sustainability
Commission. The rules and regulations herein are established pursuant to authority contained in
the Eugene Code, 1971.

ARTICLE I. ESTABLISHMENT
The Eugene Sustainability Commission, hereinafter referred to as the commission, was
established in February 2007 (Ordinance No. 20379) and was appointed by the City
Council in conformance with Eugene Code 2.013 and 2.380. All powers and duties of
the commission are derived from City of Eugene Ordinance 20379. Nothing in these
bylaws shall be construed as expanding the authority conferred upon the commission by
the ordinance.

Formatted: Not Highlight

ARTICLE II. PURPOSE AND OBJECTIVES
Section 1. The commission shall act as an advisory body to the City Council and City
Manager in the development or initiation of programs or actions that will
enhance and create sustainable practices within the City and the community.
The commission shall advise on policy matters related to:
a) sustainable practices
b) businesses that produce sustainable products and services
c) City building design and infrastructure
d) related issues that directly affect sustainability efforts considered by the
council

Formatted: Outline numbered + Level: 1 + Numbering
Style: a, b, c, … + Start at: 1 + Alignment: Left + Aligned
at: 1.06" + Indent at: 1.31"

Section 2. The commission shall:
{00339115;1}
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a) recommend to the City Council and City Manager for programs or actions
designed to implement the recommendations contained in the Sustainable
Business Initiative Task Force Report as accepted by the City Council on
October 23, 2006
b) create and present an annual work plan to the City Council
c) meet annually with the City Council to secure approval of the work plan
d) provide a forum for addressing public concerns related to sustainable
policies and practices
e) work on sustainability-related projects as directed by the council and City
Manager
f) provide input on sustainability policies and practices that reflect community
values
g) assist the City Council and City Manager in balancing community priorities
and resources by advising them on sustainability issues

ARTICLE lll. MEMBERSHIP, APPOINTMENT, TERM OF OFFICE
Section 1. The commission shall consist of 12 community members and one City

Councilor.

Section 2. Members to be selected are to represent a diverse range of interests and
experiences with due regard given to the geographic distribution of the membership.
The members of the commission shall be selected from, but are not limited to, several
but not necessarily all of the following groups:
▪ youth
▪ students of the University of Oregon and Lane Community College
▪ persons with a demonstrated interest in sustainable business practices
▪ persons with a demonstrated interest in building and design
▪ persons with a demonstrated interest in energy conservation or
alternative energy sources
▪ persons with a demonstrated interest in economic development
▪ educators
▪ members of community or neighborhood groups
▪ persons with a diversity of ethnic and cultural affiliations
▪ persons with diverse economic backgrounds and interests

Formatted: Outline numbered + Level: 3 + Numbering
Style: Bullet + Aligned at: 1.25" + Indent at: 1.5"

Section 3. Each councilor shall appoint a single member to the commission, four
members shall be appointed by vote of the full council, and the Mayor shall appoint the
council member.
Section 4. The council member shall serve during his or her term of office, and
community members shall serve for four-year terms, except for the first appointees, who
shall serve for the following terms:
▪ four members shall serve initially for four-year terms (appointed by
councilors for wards 1 through 4)
▪ four members shall serve initially for three-year terms (appointed by
councilors for wards 5 through 8)

Formatted: Outline numbered + Level: 3 + Numbering
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▪

four members shall serve initially for two-year terms (appointed by full
council)

Section 5. All members of the commission shall be limited to two consecutive terms as
a member of the commission.

Section 6. A vacancy shall be filled in the same manner as the original appointment,
and the appointee shall hold office for the remainder of the unexpired term. Except
where the vacancy occurs because the City Councilor ceases to serve on the
commission, the City Council shall appoint within 60 days of the position becoming
vacant. A position may become vacant upon:
a) death or resignation of the incumbent
b) removal of a member by the City Council for being absent for more than three
consecutively scheduled meetings without having been excused by the chair of
the commission
c) failure of the City Council to reappoint an incumbent at the expiration of his or
her term
d) the incumbent ceases to be qualified for initial appointment
If the City Councilor ceases to serve on the commission the Mayor shall appoint a
replacement.

Formatted: Not Highlight
Commented [SLA1]: There are two problems with this
section: 1) the Commission does not have the authority to
tell the Council they need to appoint within a certain time;
and 2) EC 2.380(3) provides that a vacancy must be filled in
the same manner as the original appointment, so the only
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Section 7. Commission members shall receive no compensation, but shall be
reimbursed for authorized expenses (see Article X, Section 2 ).

ARTICLE IV. OFFICERS AND DUTIES
Section 1. The officers of the commission shall be a chair and vice-chair, (see Article
V, Election of Officers).
Section 2. The chair and vice-chair shall serve for one year or until their successors
are regularly elected and take office. The election will be held at the commission's first
regular meeting following the commencement of the new commission term as described
in the City Council’s acknowledged Recruitment Procedures for Boards and
Commissions. If the chair cannot serve a full term, the vice-chair shall assume the office
for the remainder of the chair’s term. If the vice-chair cannot serve a full term, the
commission shall, at the meeting following the departure from office of the vice-chair,
elect a new vice-chair to complete the unexpired term. If both chair and vice-chair
vacate their respective offices prior to the end of their terms, elections must be held at
the following meeting to fill both offices.
Section 3. Commissioners may not be elected as chair for more than two successive

terms.

Section 4. The chair shall preside at all meetings of the commission; call special
meetings subject to requirements of Article VIl, section 7; consult with staff on
{00339115;1}
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preparation of commission agendas; and perform all other duties necessary or incidental
to the office.

Section 5. In the absence of the chair, or in the event of the chair's inability to act, the

vice-chair shall perform the chair's duties. In the event of the absence or inability to act
of both the chair and the vice-chair, the remaining members shall appoint one of their
members to act temporarily as chair.

Section 6. The chair shall decide on all points of order and procedure during meetings
and the decision shall be final unless overruled by a majority of the members present.

Section 7. The chair and vice-chair are entitled to vote on all issues.
Section 8. The chair or chair’s designee is the official spokesperson for the commission
on all matters of community concern that have been duly addressed by the commission.
This includes media inquiries.
Section 9. The chair and vice-chair shall:
a) conduct orientation of new commission members
b) assist with educating commission members on procedures and responsibilities
c) at the request of the commission, prepare recommendations on commission
bylaws and other administrative matters
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ARTICLE V. ELECTION OF OFFICERS
Section 1. Any commissioner may nominate a candidate from the commission for the
position of chair or vice-chair. Nominations need not be seconded.
Section 2. A member may decline nomination because of an inability to serve, but may
not withdraw in favor of another member.
Section 3. Any member may move to close the nominations; a second is required. If
the motion carries, the chair then calls for the election.
Section 4. The votes of all commission members will be recorded by the minutes
recorder. The candidate who receives a majority of the votes cast becomes the new
chair. In the event that no candidate receives a majority of the votes cast, a run-off
election shall be held between the two candidates receiving the most votes. The same
procedure is followed for the election of the vice-chair.

ARTICLE VI. OPERATING REQUIREMENTS OF COMMISSION AND
MEMBERS
Section 1. The commission shall submit an annual report in addition to an annual work
{00339115;1}
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plan in writing to the City Council. The report shall list the activities and
accomplishments during the previous year and assess these against the commission's
mission and the annual work plan. As a result of a significant event or unforeseen
circumstances, the commission may request the City Council approve a work plan
amendment at any time as a consent item on the council’s agenda.

Section 2. All regularly scheduled meetings will be announced in the public meeting
calendar at least one week prior to the meeting and will include a time for public
comment.
Section 3. The commission may make and alter rules for its conduct and procedure,
providing they are consistent with State law and applicable provisions of the City
Charter, ordinances, and policies.
Section . The commission shall financially sponsor at least two (2) activities per year,
budget permitting.

Section . Each member of the commission shall is encouraged to attend and actively
participate in at least one activity sponsored or co-sponsored by the commission.

Commented [SLA3]: What does it mean to sponsor an
activity? Give money to the activity? Lend the
Commission’s support and name to the activity? Other?
Research City policies on sponsorship. I suggest starting
with Risk.

Section . When the commission purchases services or activities from outside agencies,
or endorses the activities or outside agenciessponsors or endorses an event, the
commission shall send at least one member/representative to each activity so funded or
endorsed. The commission’s purchase of any goods and services is subject to the City’s
purchasing policies and legal requirements.

Commented [SLA4]: How does the Commission purchase
activities? Is endorsement different from sponsorship?
What is an outside agency? Does “agency” mean only local
governments? Or any party that is not the City?

ARTICLE VlI. MEETINGS, VOTING AND PROCEDURES
Section 1. The commission shall hold meetings at such times as it deems necessary to
properly perform its duties, and shall meet upon the call of the chair. The commission
shall meet at least four times each calendar year to conduct regular business. Additional
meetings may include, but are not limited to, annual work planning and process
sessions.
Section 2. The commission shall achieve quorum at a minimum of four of its regularly
scheduled meetings each year.
Section 3. Seven members of the commission shall constitute a quorum for the
transaction of official business. In the absence of a quorum at a meeting, any member
present may cancel the meeting fifteen minutes after the scheduled beginning time. If
no member is present by fifteen minutes after the scheduled time, the meeting is
{00339115;1}
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automatically adjourned.

Section 4. Each voting member of the commission shall be entitled to vote at all regular
and special meetings of the commission, except that a member shall not vote or take
part in discussion as a member when there is an actual conflict of interest. If a member
wishes to abstain in a situation where there is a potential conflict, or no direct conflict of
interest, but where the public might construe that such a conflict exists, or if a member
has a conflict deriving from his or her relationship with persons involved in the issue,
then he or she may ask to abstain. In this case, it is up to the commission to decide
whether the abstention is necessary. If members are in doubt about the nature of a
conflict, they may ask for the advice of the City Attorney through a designated staff
contact.
Section 5. All members of the commission shall be involved in commission activities,

including regularly attending commission meetings. Any member, who misses more than
three consecutive regular commission meetings with or without a quorum and without
having been given a leave of absence by the commission chair, may be recommended
for replacement to Council for regular absence. removed by the City Council upon
recommendation of the commission. This does not limit the ability of Council to replace
a Commissioner, or for the Commission to recommend replacement of a Commissioner,
for other reasons. If members are unable to attend a meeting of the commission or a
committee, they shall notify the commission chair or staff as soon as possible.

Commented [SLA5]: The Code says three meetings, not
more than three.
Commented [SLA6]: This implies that the City Council
may not remove a member unless the Commission
recommends the removal. That is not accurate.

Section 6. The chair, vice-chair and lead staff person establish the commission
meeting agenda. An item may be placed on the agenda or removed by a majority vote
of the commission. Requests to place an item on the agenda may be made by individual
commission members, City Councilors, staff or members of the public. Through a formal
action, City Council may direct the inclusion of an item on the commission’s agenda.
Section 7. The chair or seven members of the commission may call special meetings
by delivering a written notice requesting such a meeting personally or by mail to each
member of the commission and to staff representatives a minimum of 24 hours in
advance of the meeting. The call and notice shall specify the time and place of the
special meeting and the business to be transacted as required by Oregon Public
Meeting Law. Seven commissioners shall constitute a quorum for a special meeting.
Section 8. Members shall not vote on a question unless they are present before the

vote is called for or when their names are called by the chair. Proxies are not permitted.
Member may participate and vote over phone, video, or other means as allowed by
Oregon Public Meetings Law.

Commented [SLA7]: Proxies are not allowed, but the
Public Meetings Law does allow participation by phone
and/or video conference. Consider clarifying that “present”
does not necessarily mean physically present.

Section 9. Members may at any time explain their votes, or file written explanations of
such votes, after the result of the voting has been announced and recorded.
Section 10. In general, communication to and from the public during meetings occurs
during the public comment period. Except for the right to vote and to move a motion, the
privilege of the floor may be granted to any member of the public at the discretion of the
{00339115;1}
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chair.

Section 11. The commission shall generally use consensus decision-making in an
effort to incorporate all interests and gather full support for the final decision. Consensus
is considered to be round-the-table support for outcomes under discussion. The majority
voting decision-making approach can be used when the commission is taking a formal
position on a topic and consensus is not possible. The conflict of interest laws (in State
ethics law) apply in consensus or majority decision-making. Any member with an actual
conflict of interest must recuse her/himself from deliberation or voting on the issue.
Section 12. To further its mission, the commission may agree to invite specific group
representatives, community members or staff to participate with the commission in the
evaluation, discussion and problem solving of specific issues or policies.

Commented [SLA8]: A member with an actual conflict
may not deliberate or vote on the issue that gives rise to the
conflict.

Section 13. The commission and work group meetings shall follow Oregon's Public
Meeting Laws.
Section 14. Commission members may refer to Robert's Rules of Order regarding
rules of procedure for guidance with respect to the conduct of meetings or points of
order.

ARTICLE VllI. STAFF
Section 1. The City Manager may furnish staff assistance to the commission or to the
commission's committees and work groups.
Section 2. A City staff member shall mail or electronically provide minutes of the
previous meeting with the agenda for the next regularly scheduled meeting to all
members at least five working days prior to the meeting date. All printed information to
be distributed to the members with the minutes will be submitted to staff ten days before
the meeting so that the materials may be made available to the media and public.
Section 3. A recorder may be furnished to the commission by City administration to
record the minutes of each regular meeting in accordance with ORS 192.650. The
minutes of all meetings shall be filed with the staff person appointed by the City Manager
to serve the commission. The written minutes shall include at least the following
information:
a) all members of the commission present
b) all motions, proposals, resolutions, orders, ordinances and measures proposed
and their disposition
c) the results of all votes and the vote of each member by name
d) the substance of any discussion on any matter
e) a reference to any document discussed at the meeting (subject to ORS 192.311
to 192.338192.410 to 192.505 relating to public records).).
{00339115;1}
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reference Public Records Law here (maybe in case the
Commission discusses some exempt records in executive
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ARTICLE IX. COMMITTEES, PROGRAMS AND WORK GROUPS
Section 1. The commission may establish temporary committees for specific tasks. A

consensus decision or majority vote of the commission members present is required to
form a committee. No temporary committee shall continue for more than six months
without City Council approval.

Section 2. The size, term, membership and duties of a committee shall be established
by the commission at the time the committee is approved. Committee membership shall
consist of no more than six commission members.
Section 3. Vacant positions on a committee shall be filled by commission appointment
of a person nominated by the committee. A position shall be considered vacant under
the same conditions as set forth for a vacancy on the commission.

Commented [SLA10]: I assume this reference to
temporary committees is to distinguish these committees
from the committees referenced in EC 2.830(4) which
provides that “no formally constituted committee of the
commission may be created unless the purpose, scope and
tenure of the committee is included in the annual work plan
and is approved in advance by the City Council.” There is a
small risk that a decision-maker could find that this provision
conflicts with the Code, but if no one has challenged it so far
and it is important to the functioning of the Commission,
maybe it is worth it to retain this provision.

Section 4. The officers of each committee shall be a chair and a vice-chair elected by
the committee. The chair shall be a member of the commission and shall preside over
meetings of the committee and shall have the right to vote. The vice-chair shall perform
the duties of the chair in the absence or disability of the chair. The officers shall serve
for terms of one year or for the term of the committee whichever is less.
Section 5. Each committee shall meet as it deems necessary to properly perform its

duties.

Section 6. Each committee may make and alter rules for its conduct and procedure,
providing they are consistent with State law and applicable provisions of the City
Charter, ordinances, policies and commission bylaws. All subcommittees shall be
subject to Public Meetings Law and be accessible to the public. Summary minutes
recorded by staff will be an acceptable record of meetings.

Commented [SLA11]: Is a subcommittee different than a
committee?

Section 7. Fifty percent plus one of the current membership of a committee shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of official business.

Section 8. The commission may recommend that the City Council establish any
additional committee or task force that the commission feels will assist the commission
and the City in meeting the goals of the commission.
Section 9. The chair of the committee and lead staff shall be responsible for calling and
developing agendas for all meetings.
Section 10. Committees may base their recommendations upon a consensus or upon
majority and minority points of view.
Section 11. Committees may take public action on behalf of the Commission only with
the approval of the commission.

Commented [SLA12]: What is public action? Should this
just be action?
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Section 12. Committee chairs shall submit names of committee members who are

frequently absent from the three consecutive committee meetings to the commission
chair, who may replace them.

ARTICLE X. FISCAL POLICIES
Section 1. As per City ordinance (City Code 2.380.) and subject to State law, the

Oregon Budget Law, t The commission may expend public funds with the approval of the
City Manager or designated representative and may accept contributions and expend
the same, as long as the funds are related to the commission’s own purposes and work
plan and clearly benefit the City.

Section . The commission does not sponsor events that are not open to the public or
that are strictly fund-raising events. The Commission does not support events held in
locations on the Lane County Labor Council’s Unfair Labor Practices List The
commission does not support events held in locations on the Lane County Labor
Council’s Unfair Labor Practices List.

Commented [SLA13]: Above it says that a position on a
committee only becomes vacant under the same
circumstances as a vacancy on the Commission – that means
missing at least three consecutive regularly scheduled
meetings without permission of the Chair. “Frequently
absent” could mean missing every other meeting, but that
wouldn’t count as circumstances establishing a vacancy.

Commented [SLA14]: Where does EC 2.380 allow the
Commission to expend public funds with approval of the
City Manager?
Formatted: Strikethrough
Formatted: Strikethrough

Section . Events sponsored by the commission must be fully accessible as per the

Americans with Disabilities Act, and sign interpretation should be provided if requested.

Section . Events sponsored by the commission must be fully accessible as per the

Americans with Disabilities Act, and sign interpretation should be provided if requested.

Section . Commissioners can apply for funds by creating a committee and submitting a
budget proposal to the full Commission. Funding for Commission events cannot exceed
50% of the overall annual budget.

Section . The commission may endorse and provide recommendations to staff for

financial support to events that meet the criteria of the City and the commission. Levels
of support include:
A. Endorsement--the commission may endorse specific events whose values it
supports but to which it does not contribute money. The commission’s name may
be used in advertising for these events.
B. Support--provide up to $100250 for events in which commissioners are not
actively involved.
C. Cosponsorship--the commission may provide up to $4001,000 for events in
which commissioners will be actively involved. Active involvement means that, at
a minimum, the group planning the event works directly with a commissioner who
serves as a formal liaison between the group and the commission and reports
back to the commission regularly with updates on the planning and results of the
sponsored event.

Section . Organizations must apply in writing for endorsements and financial support.

Formatted: Outline numbered + Level: 1 + Numbering
Style: A, B, C, … + Start at: 1 + Alignment: Left +
Aligned at: 0.75" + Indent at: 1"

Commented [SLA15]: Does active involvement require a
formal liaison for all the group’s activities? Or just the
sponsored event?

All requests for funding are approved or denied based on majority vote after
{00339115;1}
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consideration by the full commission. If approved, the applicant must provide a follow-up
report to the commission within one month of using the funds.

Section . Funding for community events cannot exceed 50% of the overall annual

budget, and cannot exceed 30% of this amount per quarter, except for 4th quarter where
there is no limit to spending remaining funds.

Formatted: Indent: Left: 0.5"

Commented [SLA16]: Is budget the right word? Does the
Commission have a budget? Or should this section instead
reference “funding allocated by the City Council for the
current fiscal year”?

Section 2. Members wanting to attend meetings or events to represent the commission
shall first ask the chair to place the item on a commission agenda. Proposed expenses
must receive the commission’s recommendation for approval in advance. Any member
who incurs expenses as a result of commission work shall submit to the chair a
statement itemizing the expenses. The chair may seek reimbursement for the member
from the City Manager or nominated designee.
Section 3. The fiscal year of the commission runs from July 1 to June 30.

ARTICLE XI. AMENDMENT OF THE BYLAWS
Section 1. These bylaws may be adopted by a majority vote at any session of the
commission and will continue in force for the commission until rescinded or amended.
They may be suspended, rescinded, or amended by an affirmative vote of seven
members of the commission at a regular or supplementary meeting. Public notice of
proposals to amend the bylaws shall be included on a regularly scheduled agenda with
notification included in the public meeting calendar at least one week prior to the
meeting where the amendments will be considered by the commission.

Commented [SLA17]: What is a supplementary meeting?
A special meeting? Recommend that bylaws only be
amended at a regular meeting, especially in light of the
requirement below that proposals to amend the bylaws be
included on a regularly scheduled agenda.
Formatted: Font: Times New Roman
Formatted: Indent: Left: 0", Tab stops: Not at 0.5" +
0.88" + 1" + 1.5" + 2" + 2.5" + 3" + 3.5" + 4" +
4.5" + 5" + 5.5" + 6" + 6.5"
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LC 578
2021 Regular Session
34000-003
11/6/20 (STN/ps)

DRAFT
SUMMARY

Requires producers of covered products to join producer responsibility
organization unless exempt. Requires producer responsibility organization to
submit program plan to Department of Environmental Quality. Requires
producer responsibility organizations to reimburse local governments for
certain expenses.
Establishes Oregon Recycling System Advisory Council.
Directs department to establish uniform statewide collection list.
Establishes Producer Responsibility Fund.
Establishes Waste Prevention and Reuse Fund.
Prohibits sale in this state of products with deceptive or misleading
claims about recyclability.
Requires commingled recycling processing facility to obtain disposal site
permit.
Modifies definition of “‘opportunity to recycle.”
Imposes civil penalty not to exceed $25,000 for each violation of provisions of Act.
1

A BILL FOR AN ACT

2

Relating to modernizing Oregon’s recycling system; creating new provisions;

3

amending ORS 90.318, 459.005, 459.015, 459.035, 459.772, 459.995, 459A.005,

4

459A.007, 459A.008, 459A.025, 459A.075 and 459A.080; and repealing ORS

5

459A.675, 459A.680 and 459A.685.

6

Be It Enacted by the People of the State of Oregon:

7
8

MODERNIZING OREGON’S RECYCLING SYSTEM

9

(Legislative Findings; Definitions)

10

NOTE: Matter in boldfaced type in an amended section is new; matter [italic and bracketed] is existing law to be omitted.
New sections are in boldfaced type.
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2
3
4

SECTION 1. Sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act are added to and made
a part of ORS chapter 459A.
SECTION 2. Legislative findings. The Legislative Assembly finds
and declares that:

5

(1) Oregon’s statewide recovery rate, which seeks to preserve public

6

health, safety and welfare and conserve energy and natural resources,

7

has declined each year between 2013 and 2018, and that Oregon is not

8

on track to meet the statewide waste recovery and generation goals

9

that the Legislative Assembly established in 2015.

10

(2) The way Oregon’s residents use and consume materials and

11

products, and the way residents manage them when no longer wanted,

12

has changed significantly in the last 35 years since Oregon’s first re-

13

cycling programs were established, and that the state’s recycling sys-

14

tem has been unable to adapt to such changes. These factors have

15

created unintended consequences, such as the deterioration of natural

16

systems regionally and worldwide, as well as increased levels of pol-

17

lution and reductions in human well-being, especially for the most

18

vulnerable populations.

19

(3) It is necessary to adopt a policy that will minimize such unin-

20

tended consequences across the entire life cycle of products and that

21

will require producers of packaging and printed paper sold or distrib-

22

uted in Oregon to help finance the management of and ensure an en-

23

vironmentally sound stewardship program for their products.

24

(4) It is the State of Oregon’s policy to prioritize practices that

25

prevent and reduce the negative environmental, social, economic and

26

health impacts of production, consumption and end-of-use manage-

27

ment of products and packaging across their life cycle. It is the obli-

28

gation of producers to share in the responsibility to reduce those

29

impacts.

30

SECTION 3. Definitions. As used sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act:

31

(1) “Aggregation point” means a location where covered products
[2]
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are transferred from a collection vehicle into a container or vehicle

2

that is used to transport the covered products to a processing facility.

3

(2) “Commingled recycling” means the recycling or recovery of two

4

or more materials that are mixed together and that generally would

5

be separated into individual materials at a commingled recycling pro-

6

cessing facility in order to be marketed.

7
8
9

(3) “Commingled recycling processing facility” means a facility
that:
(a)

Receives

source

separated

recyclable

materials

that

are

10

commingled mixtures of commodity types from a collection program

11

required under ORS 459A.007; and

12

(b) Separates the recyclable materials described in paragraph (a)

13

of this subsection into marketable commodities or streams of materi-

14

als that are intended for use or further processing by others.

15

(4) “Contaminant” means any material set out for collection that

16

is not on the list of materials accepted for collection by a collection

17

program or a material shipped to a recycling end market that is not

18

accepted or desired by that end market.

19

(5) “Contamination” means the presence of one or more contam-

20

inants in a recycling collection or commodity stream in an amount

21

or concentration that negatively impacts the value of the material or

22

negatively impacts a processor’s ability to sort that material.

23

(6)(a) “Covered product” means:

24

(A) Packaging;

25

(B) Printing and writing paper; and

26

(C) Food serviceware generally intended for single use, including

27

but not limited to:

28

(i) Paper or plastic plates, cups, bowls, cutlery or straws;

29

(ii) Aluminum foil; and

30

(iii) Pie plates.

31

(b) “Covered product” does not include:
[3]
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1

(A) A beverage container, as defined in ORS 459A.700, that is re-

2

turned for the refund value established by ORS 459A.705 and is recy-

3

cled;

4

(B) Bound books; and

5

(C) Napkins, paper towels or other paper intended to be used for

6

cleaning or the absorption of liquids.

7

(7) “Large producer” means a producer that:

8

(a) In the most recent calendar year, produced more than 1,000

9
10
11
12
13

metric tons of covered products for use in this state; or
(b) Is among the 50 largest producers of covered products in this
state, based on market share.
(8) “Litter” means waste that is improperly placed so as to be a
nuisance or aesthetic, health or environmental concern.

14

(9) “Local government” means:

15

(a) A city with a population of 4,000 or more;

16

(b) A county;

17

(c) A metropolitan service district; or

18

(d) A local government as described by the Environmental Quality

19

Commission by rule.

20

(10) “Local government’s agent” includes a collection service fran-

21

chise holder under ORS 459A.085 or any person authorized by a city,

22

county or metropolitan service district to provide collection service.

23

(11) “Market share” means a producer’s percentage of all covered

24

products sold in this state during a specified time period, as calculated

25

in accordance with methods established by the Environmental Quality

26

Commission by rule.

27
28
29
30
31

(12) “Mechanical recycling” means a form of recycling that does not
change the basic molecular structure of the material being recycled.
(13) “Metropolitan service district” means a metropolitan service
district established under ORS chapter 268.
(14) “Nonprofit organization” means an organization or group of
[4]
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organizations described in section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue

2

Code that is exempt from income tax under section 501(a) of the

3

Internal Revenue Code.

4

(15) “Packaging” means:

5

(a) Materials used for the containment or protection of products,

6

including but not limited to paper, plastic, glass or metal or a mixture

7

thereof;

8

(b) Single-use bags, including but not limited to shopping bags;

9

(c) Take-out containers;

10
11
12
13

(d) Nondurable materials used in storage, shipping or moving, including but not limited to moving boxes, file boxes and folders; and
(e) Other materials and forms, as determined by the Environmental
Quality Commission by rule.

14

(16) “Printing and writing paper” includes, but is not limited to,

15

newspaper, magazines, flyers, brochures, booklets, catalogs, telephone

16

directories and paper used for copying, writing or other general use.

17
18
19
20

(17)

“Processor”

means

a

person

that

owns

or

operates a

commingled recycling processing facility.
(18) “Producer” means any person, irrespective of the selling technique used, including that of remote sale, that:

21

(a) Manufactures a covered product or sells, offers for sale or dis-

22

tributes the product in this state under the manufacturer’s own brand;

23

(b) Is the owner or licensee of a trademark under which a covered

24

product is sold, offered for sale or distributed in this state, whether

25

or not the trademark is registered in this state;

26

(c) Sells a covered product in or imports a covered product into the

27

United States for use in a commercial enterprise that sells, offers for

28

sale or distributes the covered product in this state; or

29

(d) Sells, offers to sell or distributes a covered product in this state.

30

(19) “Producer responsibility organization” means a nonprofit or-

31

ganization established by a producer or group of producers to admin[5]
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1

ister a producer responsibility program approved by the Department

2

of Environmental Quality under section 7 of this 2021 Act.

3

(20) “Producer responsibility program” means a statewide program

4

for the responsible management of covered products that is operated

5

by a producer responsibility organization pursuant to a plan approved

6

by the Department of Environmental Quality under section 7 of this

7

2021 Act.

8

(21) “Responsible end market” means a materials market in which

9

the recycling or recovery of materials or the disposal of contaminants

10

is conducted in a way that:

11

(a) Benefits the environment; and

12

(b) Minimizes risks to public health and worker health and safety.

13

(22) “Small producer” means a producer that:

14

(a) Is a nonprofit organization;

15

(b) Is a public body as defined in ORS 174.109;

16

(c) Has a gross revenue of less than $1 million in this state for the

17
18
19

organization’s most recent fiscal year; or
(d) Produced or sold in Oregon less than one metric ton of covered
products for use in this state in the most recent calendar year.

20

(23) “Specifically identified material” means a material or covered

21

product identified by the Department of Environmental Quality under

22

section 19 (8) of this 2021 Act.

23
24

(Producer Responsibility Organizations)

25
26

SECTION 4. Duties of producers and producer responsibility organ-

27

izations. (1) Except as provided in section 5 of this 2021 Act and sub-

28

section (2) of this section, each producer that sells, offers to sell or

29

distributes a covered product in this state must register with and be

30

a member of a producer responsibility organization that operates a

31

producer responsibility program approved by the Department of Envi[6]
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1

ronmental Quality under section 7 of this 2021 Act.

2

(2) A producer is not required to be a member of a producer re-

3

sponsibility organization if, for any covered product the producer sells,

4

offers to sell or distributes in this state, another producer has regis-

5

tered with a producer responsibility organization as the producer re-

6

sponsible for that covered product in this state.

7
8

(3) A producer that is registered with a producer responsibility organization must:

9

(a) Pay the fee calculated under the schedule established by the

10

producer responsibility organization pursuant to section 9 of this 2021

11

Act; and

12

(b) Upon request, provide the producer responsibility organization

13

with records or other information necessary for the organization to

14

meet its obligations under sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

(4) A producer responsibility program must support the recycling
of covered products that are:
(a) Identified on the uniform statewide collection list established
under section 19 of this 2021 Act; or
(b) Targeted for recycling as necessary to meet the statewide plastic
packaging recovery goal established under section 20 of this 2021 Act.
(5) A producer responsibility organization shall make available on
the organization’s website:

23

(a) A searchable registry of the organization’s members; and

24

(b) The identity of any members that are currently not in compli-

25

ance with sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act.

26

(6)(a) If more than one producer responsibility organization is

27

formed to satisfy the requirements of sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act,

28

the producer responsibility organizations shall establish a producer

29

responsibility organization coordinating body. If requested by the pro-

30

ducer responsibility organizations, the department may serve as the

31

coordinating body.
[7]
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1

(b) The Environmental Quality Commission shall establish by rule

2

elements that require coordination between producer responsibility

3

organizations through a coordinating body.

4

(7) It is the responsibility of a producer responsibility organization

5

to ensure that each member of its organization complies with sub-

6

section (3) of this section. The organization shall notify the depart-

7

ment within 30 days of:

8

(a) The end of a six-month period in which the organization un-

9

successfully attempted to obtain fees or records or information from

10
11
12

a producer under subsection (3) of this section; or
(b) The date a producer member leaves the organization for any
reason.

13

(8) A producer responsibility organization may not register a pro-

14

ducer as a member of the organization if the producer sells, offers to

15

sell or distributes covered products in this state that make deceptive

16

or misleading claims about the recyclability of the product as de-

17

scribed in section 28 of this 2021 Act.

18

SECTION 5. Exemptions. (1) A small producer is exempt from the

19

requirement to be a member of a producer responsibility organization

20

under section 4 of this 2021 Act.

21

(2) The Environmental Quality Commission may adopt rules to ex-

22

empt producers that do not exceed a minimum market share of cov-

23

ered products in this state from the requirements of section 4 of this

24

2021 Act.

25

SECTION 6. Producer responsibility program plan. (1) A producer

26

responsibility organization shall submit to the Department of Envi-

27

ronmental Quality, in a form and manner prescribed by the depart-

28

ment, a plan for the development and implementation of a producer

29

responsibility program.

30
31

(2) Using objective and measurable criteria whenever possible, a
producer responsibility program plan must:
[8]
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(a) Describe how the producer responsibility organization will

2

manage and administer a producer responsibility program to meet the

3

organization’s obligations under sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act, in-

4

cluding a description of how the organization will:

5

(A) Support the collection and recycling of covered products that

6

are included on the uniform statewide collection list established under

7

section 19 of this 2021 Act or as necessary to meet the statewide plastic

8

packaging recovery goal established under section 20 of this 2021 Act.

9

(B) Provide for the collection of covered products identified by the

10

Environmental Quality Commission under section 19 (1)(b) of this 2021

11

Act and meet convenience and performance standards for those cov-

12

ered products.

13

(C) Maximize the use of existing infrastructure.

14

(D) Ensure the safe and secure handling and disposition of covered

15
16
17
18
19
20
21

products and other materials collected with those covered products.
(E) Establish, calculate and charge base fees and provide incentives
as described in section 9 of this 2021 Act.
(F) Encourage producers to design products that are beneficial to
the environment through a graduated fee structure.
(G) Encourage continual improvements in environmental design
through fee incentives.

22

(H) Ensure that materials are managed and disposed of consistent

23

with the goals and practices required by sections 2 to 36 of this 2021

24

Act.

25
26

(I) Ensure that covered products collected for recycling will be
transferred to responsible end markets, including:

27

(i) The type and general locations of end markets that may use the

28

material collected from covered products in the manufacture of new

29

products;

30
31

(ii) How the organization will follow the hierarchy of materials
management options described in ORS 459.015 (2);
[9]
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(iii) How the organization will ensure that environmentally protec-

2

tive management is maintained through to final disposition of the

3

covered product;

4

(iv) Arrangements the producer responsibility organization has

5

made with processors to ensure that materials are recycled at a re-

6

sponsible end market, including any investment intended to be made

7

to support processors; and

8

(v) For any material that will be marketed for use through a

9

method other than mechanical recycling, an analysis of the emissions

10

impacts for the proposed method compared to the emissions impacts

11

of mechanical recycling or the emissions impacts of disposal as solid

12

waste.

13

(J) Provide public outreach and education, including:

14

(i) A communications program for responding to questions; and

15

(ii) Outreach to local governments to ensure information is accu-

16

rate and consistent across the state.

17

(K) Take actions to address the findings of any report submitted

18

under section 22 of this 2021 Act since the organization’s last plan or

19

plan amendment was approved and implement recommendations in-

20

cluded in the report.

21

(L) Implement improvements identified by any study conducted

22

under section 13 of this 2021 Act since the organization’s last plan or

23

plan amendment was approved.

24

(b) Identify and provide contact information for the producer re-

25

sponsibility organization and each producer registered with the pro-

26

posed program.

27

(c) Describe the structure of the producer responsibility organiza-

28

tion, including the management structure and roles and functions of

29

committees.

30

(d) Describe how the producer responsibility organization will com-

31

municate and coordinate with the department, local governments, re[10]
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cycling collection service providers, processors and any other producer

2

responsibility organizations and the topics of communication or coor-

3

dination.

4

(e) Include projections on recovery rates for plastic packaging.

5

(f) Describe any efforts the producer responsibility organization will

6

make to support collection, processing or responsible recycling of

7

specifically identified materials, including:

8
9

(A) Any efforts to support or provide depot or mobile collection of
specifically identified materials;

10

(B) Any efforts to use education and promotion to encourage proper

11

participation in on-route collection of specifically identified materials;

12

(C) Any investments to support the successful processing of specif-

13
14
15
16
17

ically identified materials;
(D) Any efforts to develop or support responsible end markets for
specifically identified materials; and
(E) Any other efforts to ensure successful and responsible recycling
of specifically identified materials.

18

(g) Describe the fee structure of the producer responsibility organ-

19

ization, including a schedule of the fees actually charged to members.

20

(h) Demonstrate that the fees collected by the producer responsi-

21

bility organization will provide adequate revenue to fund all costs as-

22

sociated with the producer responsibility program, including but not

23

limited to costs for:

24

(A) The fees established under sections 23 and 24 of this 2021 Act;

25

(B) The collection, processing, transportation and disposal of ma-

26
27
28
29
30
31

terials;
(C) The development of educational resources under section 12 of
this 2021 Act;
(D) Litter prevention programs under section 14 of this 2021 Act;
and
(E) Reimbursements to local governments under section 11 of this
[11]
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2021 Act.

2

(i) Include a process for notifying the department and producers of

3

potential noncompliance with the requirements of sections 2 to 36 of

4

this 2021 Act by a producer or producer responsibility organization.

5

(j) Describe reserve funds or other contingency plans for responding

6

to changes in markets or other circumstances that could affect the

7

effectiveness of the program.

8

(k) Include a closure plan to settle the affairs of the producer re-

9

sponsibility organization that ensures that producers will continue to

10

meet their obligations in the event of dissolution of the organization.

11

(L) Include any other information required by the department to

12

determine that a producer responsibility organization is capable of

13

meeting its obligations under sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act.

14

SECTION 7. Approval by department. (1)(a) The Department of

15

Environmental Quality shall approve, approve with modifications or

16

reject a plan submitted under section 6 this 2021 Act or an amendment

17

to a plan submitted under section 8 of this 2021 Act no later than 120

18

days after the date on which the department receives the plan or plan

19

amendment from the producer responsibility organization. If the de-

20

partment rejects the plan or plan amendment, the department shall

21

provide in writing the reason for the rejection.

22

(b) If the department rejects a plan or plan amendment under par-

23

agraph (a) of this subsection, the producer responsibility organization

24

must submit a revised plan or revised plan amendment to the depart-

25

ment no later than 60 days from the date of the rejection. The de-

26

partment shall either approve, approve with modifications or reject

27

the revised plan or revised plan amendment no later than 90 days after

28

receiving a revised plan or revised plan amendment. If the department

29

rejects the revised plan or revised plan amendment, the department

30

shall provide in writing the reason for the rejection.

31

(c) If the department rejects a revised plan or revised plan amend[12]
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ment submitted under paragraph (b) of this subsection, the depart-

2

ment may:

3

(A) Require the producer responsibility organization to submit a

4

new revised plan or revised plan amendment in the manner described

5

in paragraph (b) of this subsection; or

6
7

(B) Impose a penalty under ORS 459.995 on the producer responsibility organization.

8

(2) Before approving, approving with modifications or rejecting a

9

plan or plan amendment under this section, the department shall so-

10

licit feedback on the plan or plan amendment from the Oregon Recy-

11

cling System Advisory Council established under section 15 of this 2021

12

Act. The department must make the plan or plan amendment available

13

for public comment for a period of no less than 30 days before ap-

14

proving, approving with modifications or rejecting the plan or plan

15

amendment.

16

(3) A plan approved by the department under this section is valid

17

for four years. The department’s rejection of a plan or plan amend-

18

ment submitted for approval under this section does not relieve the

19

producer responsibility organization from continuing to implement the

20

producer responsibility program in compliance with the approved plan

21

pending a final action by the department on the plan or plan amend-

22

ment.

23

(4) No less than 180 days before a plan approved under this section

24

expires, a producer responsibility organization shall submit a plan to

25

be approved for an additional four years. A plan submitted for ap-

26

proval under this subsection must satisfy the requirements of section

27

6 of this 2021 Act and describe any substantive changes from the pre-

28

viously approved plan.

29
30
31

SECTION 8. Plan amendments. (1) A producer responsibility organization shall submit an amendment to a plan:
(a) When required to do so under section 20 of this 2021 Act;
[13]
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(b) When required to do so under section 22 of this 2021 Act; or

2

(c) When required to do so by rules adopted by the Environmental

3

Quality Commission.

4

(2) Not less than once per month, a producer responsibility organ-

5

ization shall provide written notice to the Department of Environ-

6

mental Quality of any changes made during the previous month to a

7

plan approved by the department under section 7 of this 2021 Act that

8

are changes for which an amendment is not required under subsection

9

(1) of this section. Changes subject to notice under this subsection

10

shall be described by the commission by rule.

11

(3) The department shall review and approve any change for which

12

notice is given under subsection (2) of this section if the department

13

determines that the change has no material impact on the implemen-

14

tation and administration of a plan that has been previously approved

15

by the department under section 7 of this 2021 Act.

16

SECTION 9. Fees charged by producer responsibility organization.

17

(1) A producer responsibility organization shall establish a schedule

18

of fees to be paid by members of the organization. The fees established

19

pursuant to this section must be sufficient to meet the financial obli-

20

gations of the organization under sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act.

21

(2) A schedule established under this section must establish a base

22

fee rate for all covered products sold or distributed in this state. The

23

base fee paid by each producer member shall be calculated by multi-

24

plying the base fee rate by the total mass of covered products sold or

25

distributed by the producer in this state.

26

(3) In addition to the base fee described in subsection (2) of this

27

section, a producer responsibility organization shall charge additional

28

base fees for covered products sold or distributed in this state that:

29
30
31

(a) Are recoverable but have higher costs associated with their recovery; or
(b) Are not recoverable.
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(4) In addition to the base fees described in subsections (2) and (3)

2

of this section, a producer responsibility organization’s fee schedule

3

must incentivize producers to continually reduce the environmental

4

and human health impacts of covered products by offering fee adjust-

5

ments to producers that make or have made changes to the ways in

6

which they produce, use and market covered products. Fee adjust-

7

ments developed under this subsection must include bonuses for cov-

8

ered products with a lower environmental impact and penalties for

9

covered products with a higher environmental impact. In establishing

10

the criteria for a fee adjustment, a producer responsibility organiza-

11

tion must consider factors that include, but are not limited to:

12

(a) The post-consumer content of the material;

13

(b) The product-to-package ratio;

14

(c) The producer’s choice of material; and

15

(d) Life cycle environmental impacts, as demonstrated by an eval-

16

uation performed in accordance with section 25 of this 2021 Act.

17

(5) Notwithstanding subsections (2) to (4) of this section, a producer

18

responsibility organization may propose in a plan or plan amendment

19

an alternative fee structure. The Department of Environmental Qual-

20

ity shall approve an alternative fee structure if the department deter-

21

mines that the structure:

22

(a) Satisfies the requirements of subsection (1) of this section; and

23

(b) Provides incentives to members to change the way the members

24

produce, use and market materials in order to reduce environmental

25

impacts.

26

(6)(a) Notwithstanding subsections (2) to (4) of this section, a pro-

27

ducer responsibility organization may establish uniform fees for

28

members that sell or distribute a disproportionately small share of

29

covered products in this state, provided that doing so is not a signif-

30

icantly less effective means of reducing the environmental and social

31

costs of producing and managing covered products.
[15]
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2

(b) The Environmental Quality Commission may establish by rule
standards for establishing fees under this subsection.

3

SECTION 10. Annual report. (1) No later than July 1 of each year,

4

a producer responsibility organization must submit to the Department

5

of Environmental Quality an annual report on the development, im-

6

plementation and operation of the producer responsibility program.

7

The annual report must:

8

(a) Cover the prior calendar year;

9

(b) Present information in a manner that can be understood by the

10
11
12

general public; and
(c) Be otherwise prepared in the form and manner prescribed by the
department.

13

(2) The annual report must include:

14

(a) A list of the producers that participated in the producer re-

15

sponsibility program;

16

(b) A list of any producers found to be out of compliance with the

17

producer responsibility program plan and steps taken to bring those

18

producers into compliance;

19

(c) The total amount, by weight and type of material, of covered

20

products sold or distributed in this state by participating producers in

21

the prior calendar year;

22

(d) A description of the producer responsibility organization’s ef-

23

forts to ensure that the collected covered products were responsibly

24

recycled and delivered to responsible end markets;

25

(e) A summary of payments requested by local governments and

26

paid by the producer responsibility organization under section 11 of

27

this 2021 Act;

28

(f) A summary of payments made to satisfy the producer responsi-

29

bility organization’s obligations under sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act;

30

(g) A summary of the financial status of the producer responsibility

31

organization, including annual expenditures, revenues and assets;
[16]
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2

(h) The fee schedule described in section 9 of this 2021 Act and, for
the reporting year, the fees collected pursuant to that schedule;

3

(i) A description of activities undertaken by the producer responsi-

4

bility organization that relate to the uniform statewide collection list

5

established under section 19 of this 2021 Act;

6

(j) A summary of efforts taken by the producer responsibility or-

7

ganization to meet the statewide plastic packaging recovery goal es-

8

tablished under section 20 of this 2021 Act and efforts planned to

9

maintain performance in meeting the goal or, if the goal has not been

10

met, efforts planned to meet the goal;

11

(k) The results, with an emphasis on equity issues, including but

12

not limited to those established under section 22 of this 2021 Act, of

13

any in-person site inspections, material tracking or other audits con-

14

ducted during the reporting year, including whether any major safety

15

or environmental management practices were not properly followed

16

and, if so, the corrective actions taken;

17
18

(L) Recommendations for any changes to the producer responsibility organization’s plan to improve recovery and recycling;

19

(m) An evaluation of the adequacy of end markets;

20

(n) A summary of actions actually taken or planned by the organ-

21

ization to improve end markets, processing infrastructure or the

22

resiliency of the producer responsibility program;

23

(o) A summary of efforts taken to implement recommendations to

24

improve equity in the recycling system identified in a report under

25

section 22 of this 2021 Act;

26

(p) The number of producers that received a fee incentive described

27

in section 9 of this 2021 Act and the amount of covered products, by

28

material and format, for which producers received an incentive;

29

(q) An evaluation of the producer responsibility organization’s

30

compliance with sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act and, if necessary,

31

actions that will be taken to achieve compliance;
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(r) A report by an independent certified public accountant, retained

2

by the producer responsibility organization at the organization’s ex-

3

pense, on the accountant’s audit of the organization’s financial state-

4

ments;

5
6

(s) The results of any non-financial audits or assessments measuring performance or outcomes; and

7

(t) Any other information required by the department.

8

(3)(a) A producer responsibility organization may include in a report

9

submitted under this section a confidential addendum containing in-

10

formation on the market share of individual members.

Information

11

included in the confidential addendum is not subject to public disclo-

12

sure under ORS 192.311 to 192.478, except that the department may

13

disclose summarized information or aggregated data if the information

14

or data do not directly or indirectly identify the confidential informa-

15

tion.

16

(b) If a producer responsibility organization includes market share

17

information in a confidential addendum, the report must summarize

18

the information in a manner that can be understood by the general

19

public.

20

(4) The department shall review reports submitted under this sec-

21

tion and solicit feedback on each report from the Oregon Recycling

22

System Advisory Council established under section 15 of this 2021 Act.

23

The department shall make each report available for public comment

24

for a period of no less than 30 days. The department shall submit the

25

comments of the department, the council and the public to the pro-

26

ducer responsibility organization.

27

(5) Within 60 days of receiving the comments under subsection (4)

28

of this section, a producer responsibility organization shall submit a

29

revised report to the department. If comments made by the depart-

30

ment identify areas in which the producer responsibility organization

31

is not in compliance with sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act, the revised
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report must:

2

(a) Explain how the organization analyzed areas in which the or-

3

ganization was not in compliance with sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act;

4

(b) Identify the causes of the organization’s failure to comply with

5
6
7

sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act; and
(c) Explain how adjustments to the producer responsibility program
will address areas of noncompliance.

8

(6) Each calendar quarter, a producer responsibility organization

9

shall provide a materials disposition report to the department de-

10

scribing the final disposition of all materials for which the organiza-

11

tion is responsible. The report required under this subsection must

12

include:

13

(a) The final end market of the materials;

14

(b) The location of all facilities used to process the materials; and

15

(c) The final disposition of all materials, including materials that

16

were not used by the end market.

17

SECTION 11. Reimbursements to local governments. (1) A producer

18

responsibility organization shall, upon request, reimburse the reason-

19

able expenses of a local government or the local government’s agent

20

for any of the following costs:

21
22

(a) The cost of transferring covered products from an aggregation
point to a processing facility;

23

(b) Cost of anti-contamination educational programming for resi-

24

dential and commercial customers required by section 21 of this 2021

25

Act;

26
27
28
29

(c) The cost of providing recycling collection services for covered
products at multifamily properties that currently lack such services;
(d) Costs associated with the expansion and provision of recycling
collection services for covered products; and

30

(e) Costs associated with other recycling system improvements for

31

covered products as determined by the Environmental Quality Com[19]
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mission by rule.

2

(2) A local government or local government’s agent requesting re-

3

imbursement under this section shall submit an accounting of its costs

4

to a producer responsibility organization.

5

(3) A producer responsibility organization shall remit payment for

6

expenses under this section to a local government, or the local

7

government’s agent.

8

(4) The Department of Environmental Quality may audit the cost

9

accounting and reimbursement request records of a producer respon-

10

sibility organization, a local government or the local government’s

11

agent that receives payment under this section.

12
13

(5)(a) The commission shall establish by rule reasonable expenses
for purposes of this section.

14

(b) If a dispute arises between a local government or the local

15

government’s agent and a producer responsibility organization re-

16

garding the amount of reasonable expenses allowed under this section,

17

either party may request from the Department of Environmental

18

Quality, in the form and manner prescribed by the department, an

19

order determining the amount of reasonable expenses. An order issued

20

under this paragraph may be appealed by either party in accordance

21

with the provisions of ORS 183.484 pertaining to review of an order in

22

other than a contested case.

23

SECTION 12. Development of educational resources. (1) A producer

24

responsibility organization shall, in consultation with local govern-

25

ments, develop educational resources to promote the uniform state-

26

wide collection list established under section 19 of this 2021 Act.

27

Resources developed under this section must include, but need not be

28

limited to:

29
30
31

(a) A description of materials identified for recycling by the producer responsibility program;
(b) Techniques to properly prepare materials for recycling;
[20]
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(c) Education on the importance of not placing contaminants in

2

commingled recycling systems; and

3

(d) Container signs or decals.

4

(2) Educational resources developed under this section must be:

5

(a) Culturally responsive to diverse audiences across this state, in-

6

cluding people who speak languages other than English and people

7

with disabilities;

8

(b) Printed or produced in languages other than English; and

9

(c) Widely available.

10

(3) A producer responsibility organization shall make the educa-

11

tional resources developed under this section available to local gov-

12

ernments in a form that allows each local government to customize

13

the resources to reflect local conditions.

14

(4) When consulting with a producer responsibility organization

15

under subsection (1) of this section, a local government must take

16

responsibility to ensure that the educational resources meet the needs

17

of diverse audiences within the local government’s community.

18

(5) A local government shall utilize and distribute educational re-

19

sources developed under this section. A local government may incor-

20

porate the educational resources developed under this section into an

21

existing education program developed to satisfy the requirements of

22

ORS 459A.007.

23

(6)(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this subsection, edu-

24

cational resources developed under this section must be reviewed by

25

the Oregon Recycling System Advisory Council established under sec-

26

tion 15 of this 2021 Act and approved by the Department of Environ-

27

mental Quality before public distribution.

28

(b) Changes or alterations to educational resources previously ap-

29

proved by the department that do not materially affect the substance

30

of the information conveyed do not require review or approval under

31

this subsection.
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SECTION 13. Other duties of producer responsibility organization.

2

(1)(a) A producer responsibility organization, in consultation with the

3

Department of Environmental Quality and the Oregon Recycling Sys-

4

tem Advisory Council established under section 15 of this 2021 Act,

5

shall study challenges facing residents of multifamily housing and

6

make recommendations for improvements to allow for effective and

7

equitable recycling opportunities for residents of multifamily housing.

8

A study conducted under this paragraph must include an evaluation

9

of the placement of and quality of space provided for recycling con-

10

tainers and recommendations for improving spaces that are deter-

11

mined to be inadequate.

12

(b) A producer responsibility organization shall provide the results

13

of the study conducted under paragraph (a) of this subsection in a

14

report to the department. The department shall review reports sub-

15

mitted under this paragraph and solicit feedback on each report from

16

the council. The department must make each report available for

17

public comment for a period of no less than 30 days before approving,

18

approving with modifications or rejecting the report.

19

(c) A producer responsibility organization must update the study

20

and recommendations required under paragraph (a) of this subsection

21

no less than once every five years.

22

(d) No later than one year after the date on which the department

23

approves a report submitted under paragraph (b) of this subsection,

24

the producer responsibility organization must submit a plan amend-

25

ment describing how the producer responsibility organization will

26

make improvements to recycling opportunities for residents of multi-

27

family housing to address the findings and recommendations of the

28

report.

29

(2) A producer responsibility organization must provide for the col-

30

lection and responsible recycling of covered products identified by the

31

Environmental Quality Commission under section 19 (1)(b) of this 2021
[22]
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2
3
4
5
6
7

Act by:
(a) Establishing and operating drop off centers for the covered
product;
(b) Establishing and operating collection events for the covered
product;
(c) Contracting with existing recycling depots or drop-off centers
to provide for the collection of the covered product; or

8

(d) Making other arrangements for collection of the covered prod-

9

uct as described in a producer responsibility program plan approved

10
11
12

by the department under section 7 of this 2021 Act.
(3) A producer responsibility organization shall ensure that covered
products collected in this state for the purpose of recovery will be:

13

(a) Delivered to responsible end markets;

14

(b) Managed according to the hierarchy of materials management

15
16
17

options under ORS 459.015 (2); and
(c) Managed in an environmentally protective way through to final
disposition.

18

(4) A producer responsibility organization may not take physical

19

possession of covered products from a processor for transport to a re-

20

sponsible end market without the consent of the processor.

21

SECTION 14. Litter program. (1) A producer responsibility organ-

22

ization shall establish a program to prevent and control litter. A pro-

23

ducer responsibility organization’s litter prevention program shall

24

carry out litter prevention and cleanup activities or provide grants to

25

eligible entities to carryout litter prevention or control. Entities eligi-

26

ble for a grant include, but are not limited to:

27

(a) Public bodies as defined in ORS 174.109;

28

(b) Tribal governments; and

29

(c) Nonprofit organizations.

30

(2) A producer responsibility organization must consider the needs

31

of economically distressed or underserved communities when provid[23]
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ing grants to an eligible entity.

2

(Oregon Recycling System Advisory Council)

3
4
5

SECTION 15. Oregon Recycling System Advisory Council estab-

6

lished. (1) The Oregon Recycling System Advisory Council is estab-

7

lished.

8
9

(2)(a) The council consists of 13 members appointed by the Governor
as follows:

10

(A) Four representatives of local governments;

11

(B) Two representatives of community-based organizations repre-

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

senting the interests of historically underserved groups;
(C) One owner or operator of a small business that is not in the
recycling industry;
(D) Two representatives of environmental nonprofit organizations;
and
(E) Four representatives of the recycling industry, including collectors, processors or material end users.

19

(b) The Governor may appoint a representative of a producer re-

20

sponsibility organization to serve as a member described in paragraph

21

(a)(E) of this subsection.

22

(c) The Governor shall appoint members that reflect the geographic

23

diversity of this state and the interests of both large and small com-

24

munities.

25
26

(3)(a) The term of office of each member of the council is three
years, but a member serves at the pleasure of the Governor.

27

(b) Before the expiration of the term of a member, the Governor

28

shall appoint a successor whose term begins on July 1 following the

29

appointment. A member is eligible for reappointment.

30

(c) If there is a vacancy for any cause, the Governor shall make an

31

appointment to become immediately effective for the unexpired term.
[24]
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(4) A majority of the members of the council constitutes a quorum.

2

(5) The council shall elect one of its members to serve as chair-

3

person and another to serve as vice chairperson, for the terms and

4

with the duties and powers necessary for the performance of the

5

functions of such offices as the council determines. The chairperson

6

and vice chairperson may not both be members appointed under the

7

same subparagraph of subsection (2)(a)(A) to (E) of this section.

8

(6) The council shall meet at least once every three months at times

9

and places specified by the chairperson. The council also may meet at

10

other times and places specified by the call of the chairperson or of a

11

majority of the members of the council, as necessary, to carry out the

12

duties of the council.

13

(7) The Department of Environmental Quality shall provide admin-

14

istrative and staff support and facilities as necessary for the council

15

to carry out the duties of the council.

16

(8) A member of the council is entitled to compensation and ex-

17

penses in the manner and amounts provided for in ORS 292.495.

18

Claims for compensation and expenses incurred in performing func-

19

tions of the council shall be paid out of funds appropriated to the de-

20

partment for that purpose.

21
22
23
24

(9) The council may adopt rules necessary for the operation of the
council.
SECTION 16. Duties of council. (1) The Oregon Recycling System
Advisory Council established under section 15 of this 2021 Act shall:

25

(a) Review activities that affect Oregon’s recycling system;

26

(b) Advise the Department of Environmental Quality and producer

27

responsibility organizations on issues affecting Oregon’s recycling

28

system;

29

(c) Review producer responsibility program plans submitted under

30

section 6 of this 2021 Act, plan amendments submitted under section

31

8 of this 2021 Act and program reports submitted under section 10 of
[25]
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this 2021 Act; and

2

(d) Make written recommendations to the department and producer

3

responsibility organizations on matters that the council determines

4

are beneficial to the public interest, including:

5

(A) Matters related to producer responsibility program plans cre-

6

ated to satisfy the requirements of section 6 of this 2021 Act, program

7

plan audits and reports required by the plans, including:

8

(i) Producer fee structures described in section 9 of this 2021 Act;

9

(ii) Depot or mobile collection events for recyclable items; and

10

(iii) Other aspects of a producer responsibility program intended to

11

improve access to recycling, including access for residents of multi-

12

family housing.

13
14

(B) The uniform statewide collection list established under section
19 of this 2021 Act.

15

(C) The manner in which producer responsibility organization fees

16

will be distributed to local governments under section 11 of this 2021

17

Act, including:

18
19

(i) Review of statewide transportation, reload reimbursement and
other formulaic elements; and

20

(ii) Priorities for system funding where discretion is provided in

21

statute or in rules adopted by the Environmental Quality Commission.

22

(D) Statewide educational resources and campaigns.

23

(E) Compliance with the labeling requirements of section 28 of this

24
25
26

2021 Act.
(2) The council may only adopt recommendations upon a vote of a
majority of the members of the council.

27

(3) No later than September 15 of each even-numbered year, the

28

council shall submit to the appropriate interim committees of the

29

Legislative Assembly, in the manner provided by ORS 192.245, a report

30

that describes the recommendations of the council.

31

[26]
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1
2
3

SECTION 17. Prohibition on delivery of commingled recyclables to

4

certain facilities. A local government or the local government’s agent

5

may not deliver commingled recyclables collected to satisfy an obli-

6

gation to provide the opportunity to recycle as required by ORS

7

459A.005 and 459A.007 to a commingled recycling processing facility

8

unless:

9

(1) At the time the local government or the local government’s

10

agent delivered or contracted to deliver or transport materials to the

11

facility:

12
13
14
15

(a) The processor held a valid permit issued under section 29 of this
2021 Act;
(b) The processor held a valid certificate issued under section 30 of
this 2021 Act; or

16

(c) The processor certifies that it meets the requirements of section

17

29 or 30 of this 2021 Act, even though the processor does not hold a

18

permit or certificate.

19

(2) The processor ensures the health, safety and wellness of workers

20

in its facilities, regardless of whether the workers are employees, in-

21

dependent contractors or employees of another business.

22
23

(3) The processor provides workers with a living wage and supportive benefits.

24

(4) Within six months after the Department of Environmental

25

Quality completes a report under section 22 of this 2021 Act, the

26

processor has taken steps to implement any recommendations of the

27

report related to providing opportunities in the recycling industry for

28

women and minority individuals as defined in ORS 200.005 and the re-

29

moval of barriers to company ownership for women and minority in-

30

dividuals.

31

SECTION 18. Other duties of local governments. A local govern[27]
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ment providing the opportunity to recycle, as defined in ORS 459A.005,

2

must:

3

(1) For the collection at multifamily properties of materials identi-

4

fied on the uniform statewide collection list established under section

5

19 of this 2021 Act:

6

(a) Ensure adequate space for collection; and

7

(b) Ensure that container placement is accessible to residents, in-

8

cluding children and individuals who use a wheelchair.

9

(2) Ensure that roll carts, bins and containers that are manufac-

10

tured from at least 10 percent post-consumer recyclable material and

11

are certified by an independent verification standard, such as the

12

Postconsumer Resin Certification Program established by the Associ-

13

ation of Plastics Recyclers, are used to provide collection services.

14
15

(Responsibilities of the Environmental Quality Commission and the

16

Department of Environmental Quality)

17
18

SECTION 19. Uniform statewide collection list and specifically

19

identified materials. (1) The Environmental Quality Commission, in

20

consultation with producer responsibility organizations and the

21

Oregon Recycling System Advisory Council established under section

22

15 of this 2021 Act, shall by rule identify materials that are suitable for

23

recycling collection in this state and the methods for collection of

24

those materials. Rules adopted under this subsection must distinguish

25

between:

26
27
28
29

(a) Materials collected to provide the opportunity to recycle as defined ORS 459A.005; and
(b) Covered products of which a producer must provide for the collection.

30

(2) When identifying materials and collection methods under sub-

31

section (1)(a) of this section, the commission may allow for the same
[28]
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material to be collected via on-route collection or at recycling depots

2

in different geographic areas.

3

(3) In determining whether a material should be included in a

4

commingled recycling program, collected separately, collected on-

5

route, collected at a recycling depot or collected by a producer re-

6

sponsibility organization, the commission shall consider:

7
8
9
10

(a) The stability, maturity, accessibility and viability of responsible
end markets;
(b) Environmental health and safety considerations;
(c) The anticipated yield loss for the material during the recycling

11

process;

12

(d)

13

The

material’s

compatibility

with

existing

recycling

infrastructure;

14

(e) The amount of the material available;

15

(f) The practicalities of sorting and storing the material;

16

(g) Contamination;

17

(h) The ability for waste generators to easily identify and properly

18

prepare the material;

19

(i) Economic factors;

20

(j) Environmental factors from a life cycle perspective; and

21

(k) The policy expressed in ORS 459.015.

22

(4) The Department of Environmental Quality shall establish a

23

uniform statewide collection list. The list established under this sub-

24

section must include:

25

(a) The materials identified by the commission under subsection

26

(1)(a) of this section and the collection methods for those materials;

27

and

28

(b) Covered products and the collection methods for those covered

29

products, if any, proposed for recycling collection by a producer re-

30

sponsibility organization in a producer responsibility program plan or

31

plan amendment and approved by the department under section 7 of
[29]
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this 2021 Act.

2

(5) Except as provided in subsection (6) of this section, a material

3

may not be collected as part of a commingled recycling program unless

4

the material is identified for collection as part of a commingled recy-

5

cling program on the uniform statewide collection list established by

6

the department under subsection (4) of this section.

7

(6) A material that is not identified for collection as part of a

8

commingled recycling program on the uniform statewide collection list

9

may be collected as part of a commingled recycling program if:

10

(a) The material is collected as part of a trial or research program;

11

(b) The trial or research program is of limited duration; and

12

(c) The trial or research program is conducted in a limited area.

13

(7) The commission shall establish by rule collection targets, con-

14

venience standards and performance standards for producer responsi-

15

bility organizations that collect covered products identified by the

16

commission under subsection (1)(b) of this section.

17

(8) The department, in consultation with producer responsibility

18

organizations and the council, shall establish and maintain a list of

19

specifically identified materials.

20

(9) In determining whether a material, or a covered product, is a

21

specifically identified material, the department shall consider criteria

22

that include, but need not be limited to:

23
24

(a) Whether processing equipment improvements are needed to sort
the material;

25

(b) The availability of viable end markets for the material;

26

(c) The market value of the material; and

27

(d) Whether the inclusion of the material or covered product in

28

recycling collection programs would cause an increase in costs to

29

ratepayers.

30

SECTION 20. Plastic packaging recovery rate. (1)(a) It is the goal

31

of the State of Oregon that the recovery rate for plastic packaging be
[30]
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at least

2

year.

percent for calendar year

and each subsequent

3

(b) The recovery rate determined under this subsection is separate

4

from the recovery rates calculated under ORS 459A.010, and the recy-

5

cling rate calculated under ORS 459A.657.

6

(2) The Department of Environmental Quality shall annually de-

7

termine whether the statewide plastic packaging recovery goal estab-

8

lished under subsection (1) of this section has been met in the previous

9

calendar year. The department may require a producer responsibility

10

organization to submit aggregated information necessary for the de-

11

partment to make the determination under this subsection.

12

(3) If the department determines that the statewide plastic packag-

13

ing recovery goal for the previous calendar year has not been met,

14

each producer responsibility organization shall, in the manner pro-

15

vided in section 8 of this 2021 Act, amend an existing producer re-

16

sponsibility program plan or submit a new producer responsibility

17

program plan to address the failure to meet the statewide plastic

18

packaging recovery goal.

19
20
21
22

SECTION 21. Contamination reduction. (1) The Department of Environmental Quality shall:
(a)(A) Establish statewide recycling contamination reduction goals;
and

23

(B) In coordination with local governments, establish local recycl-

24

ing contamination reduction goals that are consistent with the state-

25

wide recycling contamination reduction goals.

26
27
28
29
30
31

(b) Evaluate the relative cost-effectiveness of different educational
programs and other methods for reducing contamination.
(c) Establish and maintain a list of approved contamination reduction program elements, including:
(A) Customer-facing contamination reduction materials and methods; and
[31]
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2

(B) Standards for providing feedback to generators that contribute
to contamination.

3

(2) A local government described in ORS 459A.007 (3) or a person

4

that provides for the collection of source separated recyclables pursu-

5

ant to ORS 459.250 or 459A.005 shall establish a program to reduce

6

contamination that:

7
8

(a) Uses materials or methods approved by the department under
subsection (1)(c)(A) of this section; or

9

(b) Uses materials or methods that are at least as effective as ma-

10

terials or methods approved by the department under subsection

11

(1)(c)(A) of this section.

12

(3) The Environmental Quality Commission shall establish by rule

13

enforcement standards for a contamination reduction program devel-

14

oped under subsection (2) of this section. Rules adopted under this

15

subsection must:

16
17

(a) Limit enforcement to generators that are significant and repeated sources of contamination;

18

(b) Require a local government or disposal site operator to provide

19

feedback to generators consistent with the standards described in

20

subsection (1)(c)(B) of this section before taking an enforcement

21

action against a generator; and

22

(c) Require that any enforcement action against a generator take

23

into account the individual circumstances of the generator, including

24

language barriers and income.

25

(4) If a contamination reduction program established under sub-

26

section (2) of this section does not result in a reduction of contam-

27

ination that equals or exceeds the local recycling contamination

28

reduction goals established under subsection (1)(a)(B) of this section,

29

the local government or disposal site operator shall introduce addi-

30

tional contamination reduction program elements until the program

31

meets the local recycling contamination reduction goals.
[32]
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SECTION 22. Equity study. (1) The Department of Environmental

2

Quality, in consultation with local governments, the Oregon Recycling

3

System Advisory Council established under section 15 of this 2021 Act,

4

and other persons interested in Oregon’s recycling system, shall con-

5

duct a study of social equity in Oregon’s recycling system and make

6

recommendations for improvement. The study must include, but need

7

not be limited to:

8
9

(a) An evaluation of commingled recycling processing facility
worker conditions, wages and benefits;

10

(b) The availability of opportunities in the recycling industry for

11

women and minority individuals as defined in ORS 200.005 and the

12

barriers to company ownership in the recycling industry for women

13

and minority individuals;

14
15
16
17

(c) The sufficiency of local government requirements related to
multifamily recycling services and their implementation; and
(d) The sufficiency of recycling education programs relative to desired equity outcomes.

18

(2) A business operating within the recycling system in this state

19

shall, upon request, furnish the department with information neces-

20

sary for the department to meet the requirements of subsection (1)(a)

21

and (b) of this section.

22

(3) The department shall report the results of the study and rec-

23

ommendations required under this section to the Environmental

24

Quality Commission. The commission shall approve or reject the rec-

25

ommendations of the department and provide a copy of the report and

26

approved recommendations to each producer responsibility organiza-

27

tion.

28
29

(4) The department shall revise the study and recommendations and
report once every five years.

30

(5) No later than one year after receiving a report and recommen-

31

dations from the commission under subsection (3) of this section, a
[33]
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producer responsibility organization shall submit a plan amendment

2

describing how it will make improvements to the producer responsi-

3

bility program plan to address the approved recommendations of the

4

report.

5

SECTION 23. Fees. (1) The Department of Environmental Quality

6

shall establish the following fees for the purpose of paying the costs

7

of administering, implementing and enforcing the provisions of

8

sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act related to producer responsibility or-

9

ganizations:

10
11

(a) A fixed, one-time fee for reviewing a producer responsibility
program plan submitted under section 6 of this 2021 Act.

12

(b) A fixed, one-time fee for reviewing a producer responsibility

13

program plan amendment under submitted under section 8 of this 2021

14

Act.

15

(c) An annual fee charged to each producer responsibility organ-

16

ization for the department’s administrative expenses related to pro-

17

ducer responsibility organizations under sections 2 to 36 of this 2021

18

Act.

19
20

(d) A fixed, hourly fee for any other work that the department must
do on behalf of a producer responsibility organization.

21

(2) The fee calculated for each producer responsibility organization

22

under subsection (1)(c) of this section must be proportionate to the

23

market

24

organization’s members sell or distribute in Oregon. The department

25

may make a reasonable estimate of the market share of a producer

26

or producer responsibility organization for any year for which market

27

share information for that producer or producer responsibility organ-

28

ization has not been provided to the department.

share

of

all

products

that

the

producer

responsibility

29

(3) The department shall provide notice to a producer responsibility

30

organization no later than September 1 of each year of the annual fee

31

required under subsection (1)(c) of this section for the upcoming cal[34]
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endar year. Fees collected by the department under this section shall

2

be deposited in the State Treasury to the credit of the Producer Re-

3

sponsibility Fund established under section 26 of this 2021 Act.

4

SECTION 24. Waste prevention and reuse. (1) The Department of

5

Environmental Quality shall establish a program to support waste

6

prevention and the reuse of covered products that might otherwise

7

become solid waste. The department may enter into intergovernmental

8

agreements with local governments to establish a waste prevention

9

and reuse program on behalf of the local government. The department

10

may provide grants or loans to entities that establish a waste pre-

11

vention and reuse program. Entities eligible for a grant or loan in-

12

clude, but are not limited to:

13

(a) Public bodies as defined in ORS 174.109;

14

(b) Tribal governments;

15

(c) Nonprofit organizations; and

16

(d) Private organizations, if the department determines that the

17

funds would be used for the public benefit.

18

(2) In providing grants or loans for a waste prevention and reuse

19

program under this section, the department must consider criteria

20

that include, but are not limited to:

21

(a) The environmental benefits of the program;

22

(b) The human health benefits of the program;

23

(c) The social and economic benefits of the program;

24

(d) The cost-effectiveness of the program; and

25

(e) The needs of economically distressed or underserved communi-

26

ties.

27

(3) In addition to the fees established under section 23 of this 2021

28

Act, the department shall establish a waste prevention and reuse fee

29

to be paid by producer responsibility organizations.

30

lished under this subsection must be reasonably calculated to support

31

the waste prevention and reuse programs established under this sec-

The fee estab-

[35]
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tion. Fees collected under this subsection must be deposited in the

2

Waste Prevention and Reuse Fund established under section 27 of this

3

2021 Act.

4

SECTION 25. Life cycle evaluation. The Environmental Quality

5

Commission shall establish by rule standards for the evaluation and

6

disclosure of the environmental impacts of covered products through

7

the life cycle of the products. Rules adopted under this section must:

8

(1) Establish procedures and requirements to be used by producers

9

when evaluating the life cycle impacts of covered products to obtain

10

an incentive under section 9 of this 2021 Act or when required to do

11

so under subsection (2) of this section.

12

(2) Require large producers to:

13

(a) Perform an evaluation of the life-cycle impacts of covered pro-

14
15
16
17
18

ducts sold or distributed in this state;
(b) Provide the results of the evaluation to the Department of Environmental Quality;and
(c) Make the evaluation available on the website of the producer
responsibility organization of which the large producer is a member.

19

SECTION 26. Producer Responsibility Fund. The Producer Respon-

20

sibility Fund is established, separate and distinct from the General

21

Fund. All moneys in the Producer Responsibility Fund are contin-

22

uously appropriated to the Department of Environmental Quality and

23

may be used only to pay the costs of administering, implementing and

24

enforcing sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act.

25

SECTION 27. Waste Prevention and Reuse Fund. The Waste Pre-

26

vention and Reuse Fund is established, separate and distinct from the

27

General Fund. All moneys in the Waste Prevention and Reuse Fund

28

are continuously appropriated to the Department of Environmental

29

Quality and may be used only for the purposes described in section 24

30

of this 2021 Act.

31

SECTION 28. Product labeling. (1) As used in this section:
[36]
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(a) “Chasing arrows symbol” means:

2

(A) An equilateral triangle formed by three arrows, curved at their

3

midpoints, depicting a clockwise path, with a short gap separating the

4

apex of each arrow from the base of the adjacent arrow; or

5

(B) A substantially similar symbol.

6

(b) “Resin identification code” means a number that corresponds

7

with a type of plastic resin used to make a plastic product or its

8

packaging.

9

(2)(a) A person may not distribute, sell or offer to sell, including

10

by means of remote sale, any product that makes a deceptive or mis-

11

leading claim about the recyclability of the product or the product’s

12

packaging in this state.

13

(b) A product that displays a chasing arrows symbol, a chasing ar-

14

rows symbol surrounding a resin identification code or any other

15

symbol or statement indicating the product is recyclable is deemed to

16

be deceptive or misleading unless:

17

(A) The material of the product or its packaging is identified on the

18

uniform statewide collection list established under section 19 of this

19

2021 Act as a material that is suitable for on-route collection; or

20

(B) The product is labeled in accordance with rules adopted by the

21

Environmental Quality Commission under subsection (3) of this sec-

22

tion.

23

(3) The commission shall establish by rule labeling standards for

24

products that make claims about the recyclability of the product or

25

the product’s packaging. Labeling standards established under this

26

subsection may require a statement identifying the correct recycling

27

method for the material.

28

(4) A person may not distribute, sell or offer to sell, including by

29

means of remote sale, any product labeled with a word or symbol in-

30

tended to convey that the product is compostable unless the product

31

is compostable in this state and the label complies with rules adopted
[37]
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by the commission.

2

(5) Rules, or amendments to rules other than minor corrections,

3

adopted by the commission under subsection (3) of this section may

4

not become effective until two years after the date on which the rule

5

or amendment is adopted.

6

(Commingled Recycling Processing Facilities)

7
8
9

SECTION 29. Permit required. (1) A person may not establish or

10

operate a commingled recycling processing facility unless the person

11

obtains a disposal site permit issued by the Department of Environ-

12

mental Quality under ORS 459.205.

13
14
15
16

(2) A disposal site permit issued to a commingled recycling processing facility must require the facility to:
(a) Sort all materials collected from the public so that materials
do not become contaminants in other waste streams;

17

(b) Market materials to responsible end markets;

18

(c) Manage contaminants to avoid impacts to other waste streams

19

or facilities;

20

(d) Refrain from creating a public nuisance or health hazard or

21

creating air or water pollution or other adverse impact to public

22

health or the environment; and

23
24
25
26

(e) Accurately report outbound contamination levels and the final
disposition of materials held by the processor.
(3) The Environmental Quality Commission shall prescribe by rule
the requirements for a permit issued under this section.

27

SECTION 30. Certification program. (1) The Department of Envi-

28

ronmental Quality shall establish a program or approve a program

29

established by a third party to certify commingled recycling processing

30

facilities. The department may issue certificates under the program

31

or develop a list of approved contractors to issue certificates.
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2

(2) A commingled recycling processing facility certified under this
section must satisfy the requirements of section 29 of this 2021 Act.

3

SECTION 31. Contamination. (1) The Department of Environmental

4

Quality shall establish forms and procedures for commingled recycling

5

processors and reload facilities to evaluate and describe levels of in-

6

bound contamination.

7
8

(2) Information described in subsection (1) of this section may be
provided to collectors or local governments.

9

(Enforcement)

10
11
12

SECTION 32. (1) The Department of Environmental Quality shall

13

have the power to enter upon and inspect, at any reasonable time, any

14

public or private property, premises or place for the purpose of inves-

15

tigating either an actual or suspected violation of sections 2 to 36 of

16

this 2021 Act.

17

(2) A producer responsibility organization shall retain all records

18

related to the implementation and administration of a producer re-

19

sponsibility program for not less than three years and make the re-

20

cords available for inspection by the department upon request.

21

(3) In accordance with the applicable provisions of ORS chapter 183

22

relating to contested case proceedings, the department may issue an

23

order requiring compliance with the provisions of sections 2 to 36 of

24

this 2021 Act.

25

(4) The department may issue an order under subsection (3) of this

26

section to suspend or revoke a producer responsibility program plan

27

approved under section 7 of this 2021 Act if the department determines

28

that:

29
30
31

(a) A violation or repeated violations of sections 2 to 36 of this 2021
Act present a risk to the environment or public health; or
(b) A violation has had a material impact on the implementation
[39]
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and administration of the organization’s producer responsibility pro-

2

gram plan.

3

(5) The department may bring an action seeking to prohibit the sale

4

of a covered product in this state against any producer that sells, of-

5

fers to sell or distributes a covered product in this state:

6

(a) In violation of section 4 of this 2021 Act; or

7

(b) In violation of section 28 of this 2021 Act or rules adopted by the

8

Environmental Quality Commission pertaining to claims about the

9

recyclability of a product or its packaging.

10

(6)(a) If the department finds that a producer responsibility organ-

11

ization has violated a provision of sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act and

12

the violation has had a material impact on the implementation and

13

administration of the organization’s producer responsibility program

14

plan approved by the department under section 7 of this 2021 Act, the

15

department may revoke approval of the plan or plan amendment or

16

require the organization to resubmit a plan or plan amendment.

17

(b) Before taking action under paragraph (a) of this subsection, the

18

department must provide to the producer responsibility organization

19

the department’s written findings and provide the organization with

20

an opportunity to respond.

21

(7) Any person with control of materials collected under sections 2

22

to 36 of this 2021 Act shall retain all records related to the person’s

23

responsibilities under sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act for not less than

24

three years and make the records available for inspection by the de-

25

partment upon request.

26

(8) A person required to retain records under subsection (7) of this

27

section shall make the records available upon request to a producer

28

responsibility organization, if necessary to allow the organization to

29

meet its obligations under sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act.

30
31

(Miscellaneous)
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SECTION 33. Policy on composting. (1) It is the policy of the State

2

of Oregon that the decision to accept any covered printed paper and

3

packaging at a compost facility is the decision of the individual

4

compost facility.

5

(2) The Environmental Quality Commission may adopt rules re-

6

quiring producers to conform to standards for the compostability of

7

products distributed, sold or offered for sale in this state.

8

SECTION 34. State procurement assessment. (1) The Oregon De-

9

partment of Administrative Services, in consultation with the De-

10

partment of Environmental Quality, shall study and assess state

11

procurement practices as they relate to recycled product, recycled

12

PETE and recycled materials as those terms are defined in ORS

13

279A.010. The assessment must include:

14

(a) An evaluation of procurement practices under ORS chapters

15

279A and 279B related to recycled materials, including efficacy and

16

compliance;

17
18

(b) A quantitative evaluation of the impact and effectiveness of the
five percent price limitation described in ORS 279A.125 (2)(d);

19

(c) A feasibility study of additional opportunities to increase the

20

purchase of products containing post-consumer recycled content, in-

21

cluding but not limited to products containing post-consumer recycled

22

PETE and other plastics;

23

(d) An evaluation of opportunities for strengthening traceability

24

and verification requirements associated with recycled products or

25

recycled materials, especially recycled plastic; and

26

(e) Recommendations for legislation.

27

(2) The Oregon Department of Administrative Services shall provide

28

the results of the assessment in a report to the appropriate interim

29

committees of the Legislative Assembly in the manner provided under

30

ORS 192.245. The department shall revise the initial assessment com-

31

pleted under this section every five years.
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SECTION 35. Antitrust. The Legislative Assembly declares that the

2

collaboration of producers through producer responsibility organiza-

3

tions to develop and implement producer responsibility program plans

4

is in the best interests of the public. Therefore, the Legislative As-

5

sembly declares its intent that participating in a producer responsi-

6

bility organization to implement a producer responsibility program

7

plan as required by sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act shall be exempt

8

from state antitrust laws. The Legislative Assembly further declares

9

its intent to provide immunity for participating in a producer respon-

10

sibility organization to implement a producer responsibility program

11

plan as required by sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act from federal anti-

12

trust laws. This section does not authorize any person to engage in

13

activities or to conspire to engage in activities that constitute per se

14

violations of state or federal antitrust laws that are not authorized

15

under sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act.

16

SECTION 36. Rules. The Environmental Quality Commission may

17

adopt rules as necessary to implement sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act.

18

AMENDMENTS TO STATUTES

19
20
21

SECTION 37. ORS 459.005 is amended to read:

22

459.005. As used in ORS 459.005 to 459.437, 459.705 to 459.790 and 459A.005

23

to 459A.665:

24

(1) “Affected person” means a person or entity involved in the solid waste

25

collection service process including but not limited to a recycling collection

26

service, disposal site permittee or owner, city, county and metropolitan ser-

27

vice district.

28

(2) “Board of county commissioners” or “board” includes a county court.

29

(3) “Collection service” means a service that provides for collection of

30

solid waste or recyclable material or both but does not include that part of

31

a business operated under a certificate issued under ORS 822.110.
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(4) “Commercial” means stores, offices including manufacturing and in-

2

dustry offices, restaurants, warehouses, schools, colleges, universities, hos-

3

pitals and other nonmanufacturing entities, but does not include other

4

manufacturing activities or business, manufacturing or processing activities

5

in residential dwellings.

6

(5) “Commission” means the Environmental Quality Commission.

7

(6) “Compost” means the controlled biological decomposition of organic

8

material or the product resulting from such a process.
(7) “Department” means the Department of Environmental Quality.

9
10

(8)(a) “Disposal site” means land and facilities used for the disposal,

11

handling or transfer of, or energy recovery, material recovery and recycling

12

from solid wastes, including but not limited to dumps, landfills, sludge

13

lagoons, sludge treatment facilities, disposal sites for septic tank pumping

14

or cesspool cleaning service, transfer stations, energy recovery facilities,

15

incinerators for solid waste delivered by the public or by a collection service,

16

composting plants and land and facilities previously used for solid waste

17

disposal at a land disposal site.

18

(b) “Disposal site” does not include:

19

(A) A facility authorized by a permit issued under ORS 466.005 to 466.385

20

to store, treat or dispose of both hazardous waste and solid waste;
(B) A facility subject to the permit requirements of ORS 468B.050 or

21
22

468B.053;

23

(C) A site used by the owner or person in control of the premises to dis-

24

pose of soil, rock, concrete or other similar nondecomposable material, unless

25

the site is used by the public either directly or through a collection service;

26

or

27
28

(D) A site operated by a dismantler issued a certificate under ORS
822.110.

29

(9) “Energy recovery” means recovery in which all or a part of the solid

30

waste materials are processed to use the heat content, or other forms of en-

31

ergy, of or from the material.
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(10) “Franchise” includes a franchise, certificate, contract or license is-

2

sued by a local government unit authorizing a person to provide solid waste

3

management services.

4

(11) “Hazardous waste” has the meaning given that term in ORS 466.005.

5

(12) “Household hazardous waste” means any discarded, useless or un-

6

wanted chemical, material, substance or product that is or may be hazardous

7

or toxic to the public or the environment and is commonly used in or around

8

households and is generated by the household. “Household hazardous

9

waste” may include but is not limited to some cleaners, solvents, pesticides

10
11
12
13
14

and automotive and paint products.
(13) “Land disposal site” means a disposal site in which the method of
disposing of solid waste is by landfill, dump, pit, pond or lagoon.
(14) “Landfill” means a facility for the disposal of solid waste involving
the placement of solid waste on or beneath the land surface.

15

(15) “Local government unit” means a city, county, metropolitan service

16

district formed under ORS chapter 268, sanitary district or sanitary authority

17

formed under ORS chapter 450, county service district formed under ORS

18

chapter 451, regional air quality control authority formed under ORS

19

468A.100 to 468A.130 and 468A.140 to 468A.175 or any other local government

20

unit responsible for solid waste management.

21

(16) “Material recovery” means any process of obtaining from solid waste,

22

by presegregation or otherwise, materials that still have useful physical or

23

chemical properties and can be reused or recycled for some purpose.

24

(17) “Materials management” means an approach that seeks to re-

25

duce environmental impacts by managing materials throughout all

26

stages of their life cycle, including but not limited to solid waste

27

management.

28

[(17)] (18) “Metropolitan service district” means a district organized un-

29

der ORS chapter 268 and exercising solid waste authority granted to such

30

district under this chapter and ORS chapters 268 and 459A.

31

[(18)] (19) “Person” means the United States, the state or a public or
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private corporation, local government unit, public agency, individual, part-

2

nership, association, firm, trust, estate or any other legal entity.

3

[(19)] (20) “Recyclable material” means any material or group of materials

4

that can be collected and sold for recycling at a net cost equal to or less

5

than the cost of collection and disposal of the same material.

6

[(20)] (21) “Recycling” means any process by which solid waste materials

7

are transformed into new products in a manner that the original products

8

may lose their identity.

9

[(21)] (22) “Region” means the states of Idaho, Oregon and Washington

10

and those counties in California and Nevada that share a common border

11

with Oregon.

12

[(22)] (23) “Regional disposal site” means a disposal site that receives, or

13

a proposed disposal site that is designed to receive more than 75,000 tons of

14

solid waste a year from outside the immediate service area in which the

15

disposal site is located.

16

area” means the county boundary of all counties except a county that is

17

within the boundary of the metropolitan service district. For a county within

18

the metropolitan service district, “immediate service area” means the met-

19

ropolitan service district boundary.

As used in this subsection, “immediate service

20

[(23)] (24) “Reuse” means the return of a commodity into the economic

21

stream for use in the same kind of application as before without change in

22

its identity.

23

[(24)] (25) “Solid waste” means all useless or discarded putrescible and

24

nonputrescible materials, including but not limited to garbage, rubbish, re-

25

fuse, ashes, paper and cardboard, sewage sludge, septic tank and cesspool

26

pumpings or other sludge, useless or discarded commercial, industrial, dem-

27

olition and construction materials, discarded or abandoned vehicles or parts

28

thereof, discarded home and industrial appliances, manure, vegetable or ani-

29

mal solid and semisolid materials, dead animals and infectious waste as de-

30

fined in ORS 459.386. “Solid waste” does not include:

31

(a) Hazardous waste as defined in ORS 466.005.
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(b) Materials used for fertilizer or for other productive purposes or which

2

are salvageable as such materials are used on land in agricultural operations

3

and the growing or harvesting of crops and the raising of animals.

4
5

(c) Woody biomass that is combusted as a fuel by a facility that has obtained a permit described in ORS 468A.040.

6

[(25)] (26) “Solid waste management” means prevention or reduction of

7

solid waste, management of the storage, collection, transportation, treatment,

8

utilization, processing and final disposal of solid waste, recycling, reuse and

9

material or energy recovery from solid waste and facilities necessary or

10
11
12

convenient to such activities.
[(26)] (27) “Source separate” means that the person who last uses
recyclable material separates the recyclable material from solid waste.

13

[(27)] (28) “Transfer station” means a fixed or mobile facility other than

14

a collection vehicle where solid waste is deposited temporarily after being

15

removed from the site of generation but before being transported to a final

16

disposal location.

17

[(28)] (29) “Waste prevention” means to reduce the amount of solid waste

18

generated or resources used, without increasing toxicity, in the design,

19

manufacture, purchase or use of products or packaging. “Waste prevention”

20

does not include reuse, recycling or composting.

21

[(29)] (30) “Wasteshed” means an area of the state having a common solid

22

waste disposal system or designated by the commission as an appropriate

23

area of the state within which to develop a common recycling program.

24

[(30)] (31) “Woody biomass” means material from trees and woody plants,

25

including limbs, tops, needles, leaves and other woody parts, grown in a

26

forest, woodland, farm, rangeland or wildland-urban interface environment

27

that is the by-product of forest management, ecosystem restoration or haz-

28

ardous fuel reduction treatment.

29

[(31)] (32) “Yard debris” includes grass clippings, leaves, hedge trimmings

30

and similar vegetative waste generated from residential property or land-

31

scaping activities, but does not include stumps or similar bulky wood mate[46]
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rials.

2

SECTION 38. ORS 459.015 is amended to read:

3

459.015. (1) The Legislative Assembly finds and declares that:

4

(a) The planning, development and operation of recycling programs is a

5
6
7

matter of statewide concern.
(b) The opportunity to recycle should be provided to every person in
Oregon.

8

(c) There is a shortage of appropriate sites for landfills in Oregon.

9

(d) It is in the best interests of the people of Oregon to extend the useful

10

life of solid waste disposal sites by encouraging waste prevention and the

11

recycling and reuse of materials, and by requiring solid waste to undergo

12

volume reduction through recycling and reuse measures to the maximum

13

extent feasible before disposal. Implementation of waste prevention and re-

14

cycling and reuse measures will not only increase the useful life of solid

15

waste disposal sites, but also decrease the potential public health and safety

16

impacts associated with the operation of disposal sites.

17

(e) There are limits to Oregon’s natural resources and the capacity of the

18

state’s environment to absorb the impacts of increasing consumption of re-

19

sources, increasing waste generation and increasing solid waste disposal.

20

(f) It is in the best interests of the people of Oregon to conserve resources

21

and energy by developing an economy that encourages waste prevention and

22

recycling.

23

(g) The State of Oregon should make it a priority to support efforts that

24

assist each wasteshed in meeting its recovery goal so the statewide recovery

25

goal may be achieved.

26

(h) The purpose of waste prevention, reuse, recycling, composting

27

and waste recovery in Oregon is to conserve resources, reduce pol-

28

lution and optimize environmental benefits, while taking into consid-

29

eration the impacts of materials and products across the full life cycle,

30

from raw material extraction to end-of-use management.

31

(i) It is necessary, in order to protect the health and promote the
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well-being of all residents in Oregon, to acknowledge and align

2

Oregon’s sustainable materials management policy with principles of

3

environmental and social justice across the life cycle of materials

4

consumed in this state.

5

(j) Producers of materials sold or distributed in Oregon, regardless

6

of their location, are responsible for creating and implementing ap-

7

propriate actions that ensure their products and packaging designs

8

consistently reduce negative environmental, health and social burdens

9

across the life cycle of their products and packaging. Such actions

10

include incorporating sustainably extracted raw materials, imple-

11

menting sustainable manufacturing best practices that are more

12

resource-efficient and less environmentally harmful and toxic, mini-

13

mizing the generation of waste and release of pollution and sharing in

14

the responsibility for appropriate management of discarded materials

15

at the end of their useful life.

16

(2) In the interest of the public health, safety and welfare, [and in order

17

to conserve energy and natural resources,] in order to allow all entities in

18

Oregon to produce and use materials responsibly, conserve resources

19

and protect the environment, and in order to allow all people of

20

Oregon to live well, it is the policy of the State of Oregon to establish a

21

comprehensive statewide program for [solid waste] materials management

22

[which] that will:

23

(a) [After consideration of technical and economic feasibility, establish

24

priority in methods of managing solid waste in Oregon as follows:] Minimize

25

the net negative impacts of materials, across their life cycle, on hu-

26

man well-being and environmental health, including the quality of

27

land, air, water and ecosystems, with consideration of technical and

28

economic feasibility.

29
30
31

(b) Consistent with paragraph (a) of this subsection, reduce the
amount of materials used.
(c) If information on the net negative impacts described in para[48]
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graph (a) of this subsection is unavailable or highly uncertain, estab-

2

lish priority in methods of managing solid waste in Oregon as follows:

3

(A) First, to reduce the amount of solid waste generated[;].

4

(B) Second, to reuse material for the purpose for which it was originally

5

intended[;].

6

(C) Third, to recycle material that cannot be reused[;], with preference

7

given to recycling pathways, methods and end markets that result in

8

the greatest reduction of net negative impacts on human well-being

9

and environmental health. When these impacts are not known, pref-

10

erence is given to:

11

(i) Recycling methods and end markets that displace the production

12

of more impactful materials over recycling methods and end markets

13

that displace the production of less impactful materials.

14
15

(ii) Processes that best preserve the value and molecular structure
of the material being recycled.

16

(D) Fourth, to compost material that cannot be reused or recycled[;],

17

provided that composting or digestion results in net reductions in im-

18

pacts on human well-being and environmental health relative to the

19

methods described in subparagraphs (E) and (F) of this paragraph.

20

(E) Fifth, to recover energy from solid waste that cannot be reused, re-

21

cycled or composted [so long as the energy recovery facility preserves the

22

quality of air, water and land resources; and], provided that the emissions

23

and impacts of energy recovery are understood and result in net re-

24

ductions in impacts on human well-being and environmental health

25

relative to the methods described in subparagraph (F) of this para-

26

graph.

27

(F) Sixth, to dispose of solid waste [that cannot be reused, recycled,

28

composted or from which energy cannot be recovered] by landfilling or other

29

method approved by the Department of Environmental Quality.

30

[(b)] (d) Clearly express the Legislative Assembly’s previous delegation

31

of authority to cities and counties for collection service franchising and
[49]
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regulation and the extension of that authority under the provisions of this

2

section and ORS 459.125 and 459A.005 to 459A.085.

3

[(c)] (e) Retain primary responsibility for management of adequate solid

4

waste management programs with cities, counties or metropolitan service

5

districts, reserving to the state those functions necessary to ensure effective

6

programs, cooperation among cities, counties or metropolitan service dis-

7

tricts and coordination of solid waste management programs throughout the

8

state.

9
10
11
12

[(d)] (f) Promote, encourage and develop markets first for reusable material and then for recyclable material.
[(e)] (g) Promote research, surveys and demonstration projects to encourage material or energy recovery.

13

[(f)] (h) Promote research, surveys and demonstration projects to aid in

14

developing more sanitary, efficient and economical methods of solid waste

15

management.

16

[(g)] (i) Provide advisory technical assistance and planning assistance to

17

affected persons, in the planning, development and implementation of solid

18

waste management programs.

19

[(h)] (j) Develop, in coordination with federal, state and local agencies

20

and other affected persons, long-range plans including regional approaches

21

to promote reuse, to provide land reclamation in sparsely populated areas,

22

and in urban areas necessary disposal facilities.

23

[(i)] (k) Provide for the adoption and enforcement of recycling rates and

24

standards as well as performance standards necessary for safe, economic and

25

proper solid waste management.

26

[(j)] (L) Provide authority for counties to establish a coordinated program

27

for solid waste management, to regulate solid waste management and to li-

28

cense or franchise the providing of service in the field of solid waste man-

29

agement.

30
31

[(k)] (m) Encourage utilization of the capabilities and expertise of private
industry.
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2

[(L)] (n) Promote means of preventing or reducing at the source, materials [which] that otherwise would constitute solid waste.

3

[(m)] (o) Promote application of material or energy recovery systems

4

[which] that preserve and enhance the quality of air, water and land re-

5

sources.

6

(p) Provide for recycling collection and processing systems that

7

have adequate capacity and are operated for the purpose of achieving

8

the policy set forth in this section and providing clean, usable mate-

9

rials to industry.

10

(q) Ensure that all materials collected for waste disposal or recov-

11

ery shall be managed responsibly through to their final disposition,

12

minimizing impacts that create pollution or harm the quality of air,

13

land, water and ecosystems, or harm human health and welfare.

14

SECTION 39. ORS 459.995 is amended to read:

15

459.995. (1) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, in addition

16

to any other penalty provided by law:

17

(a) Any person who violates ORS 459.205, 459.270, 459.272, 459.386 to

18

459.405, 459.705 to 459.790, 459A.005 to 459A.620, 459A.310 to 459A.335[,

19

459A.675 to 459A.685] or 646A.080 or sections 2 to 36 of this 2021 Act, or

20

any rule or order of the Environmental Quality Commission pertaining to the

21

disposal, collection, storage or reuse or recycling of solid wastes, as defined

22

by ORS 459.005, or any rule or order pertaining to the disposal, storage or

23

transportation of waste tires, as defined by ORS 459.705, or any rule or order

24

pertaining to the sale of novelty items that contain encapsulated liquid

25

mercury, incurs a civil penalty not to exceed $25,000 per day for each day

26

of the violation.

27

(b) Any person who violates the provisions of ORS 459.420 to 459.426 in-

28

curs a civil penalty not to exceed $500 for each violation. Each battery that

29

is disposed of improperly is a separate violation. Each day an establishment

30

fails to post the notice required under ORS 459.426 is a separate violation.

31

(c) For each day a city, county or metropolitan service district fails to
[51]
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provide the opportunity to recycle as required under ORS 459A.005, the city,

2

county or metropolitan service district incurs a civil penalty not to exceed

3

$500 for each violation.

4

(d) Any person who violates the provisions of ORS 459.247 (1)(f) incurs a

5

civil penalty not to exceed $500 for each violation. Each covered electronic

6

device that is disposed of improperly is a separate violation.

7

(e) Any retailer that violates the provisions of ORS 459A.825 (1) or (2)(b)

8

incurs a civil penalty not to exceed $100 per day for each day of the vio-

9

lation.

10
11

(f) Any producer that violates the provisions of ORS 459A.825 (1) incurs
a civil penalty not to exceed $1,000 per day for each day of the violation.

12

(g) Any stewardship organization that violates the provisions of ORS

13

459A.825 (2)(a), 459A.827, 459A.830 to 459A.837 or 459A.842 incurs a civil

14

penalty not to exceed $1,000 per day for each day of the violation.

15

(2) Any product manufacturer or package manufacturer who violates ORS

16

459A.650 to 459A.665 or any rule adopted under ORS 459A.650 to 459A.665

17

incurs a civil penalty not to exceed $1,000 per day for each day of the vio-

18

lation. A violation of ORS 459A.650 to 459A.665 is not subject to additional

19

penalties under subsection (1) of this section.

20
21

(3) Any civil penalty authorized by subsection (1) or (2) of this section
shall be imposed in the manner provided by ORS 468.135.

22

SECTION 40. ORS 459A.005 is amended to read:

23

459A.005. (1) As used in ORS 459.015, 459.250 and 459A.005 to 459A.665,

24

the “opportunity to recycle” means at least that the city, county or metro-

25

politan service district responsible for solid waste management:

26

(a)(A) Provides a place for collecting source separated recyclable

27

material, including the materials on the uniform statewide collection

28

list established under section 19 of this 2021 Act designated for col-

29

lection at a recycling depot, located either at a disposal site or at another

30

location more convenient to the population being served and, if a city has

31

a population of 4,000 or more, collection at least once a month of source
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separated recyclable material, including the materials on the uniform

2

statewide collection list established under section 19 of this 2021 Act

3

designated for on-route collection, in a manner that is at least as

4

convenient as garbage collection service, from collection service custom-

5

ers within the city’s urban growth boundary or, where applicable, within the

6

urban growth boundary established by a metropolitan service district; or

7
8
9
10
11
12

(B) Provides an alternative method that complies with rules of the Environmental Quality Commission; and
(b) Complies with the program element requirements described in ORS
459A.007.
(2) The “opportunity to recycle” defined in subsection (1) of this section
also includes a public education and promotion program that:

13

(a) Gives notice to each person of the opportunity to recycle; and

14

(b) Encourages source separation of recyclable material.

15

SECTION 41. ORS 459A.005, as amended by section 2, chapter 534,

16

Oregon Laws 2015, is amended to read:

17

459A.005. (1) As used in ORS 459.015, 459.250 and 459A.005 to 459A.665,

18

the “opportunity to recycle” means at least that the city, county or metro-

19

politan service district responsible for solid waste management:

20

(a)(A) Provides a place for collecting source separated recyclable

21

material, including the materials on the uniform statewide collection

22

list established under section 19 of this 2021 Act designated for col-

23

lection at a recycling depot, located either at a disposal site or at another

24

location more convenient to the population being served and, if a city has

25

a population of 4,000 or more, collection at least once a month of source

26

separated recyclable material, including the materials on the uniform

27

statewide collection list established under section 19 of this 2021 Act

28

designated for on-route collection, in a manner that is at least as

29

convenient as garbage collection service, from collection service custom-

30

ers within the city’s urban growth boundary or, where applicable, within the

31

urban growth boundary established by a metropolitan service district; or
[53]
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2
3
4
5
6

(B) Provides an alternative method that complies with rules of the Environmental Quality Commission; and
(b) Complies with the program element requirements described in ORS
459A.007.
(2) The “opportunity to recycle” defined in subsection (1) of this section
also includes a public education and promotion program that:

7

(a) Gives notice to each person of the opportunity to recycle; and

8

(b) Encourages source separation of recyclable material.

9

(3) As used in this section, “collection service customers” includes:

10

(a) Customers of a collection service as defined in ORS 459.005; and

11

(b) The residential and commercial tenants of landlords or property man-

12

agers that are customers of a collection service for the benefit of their ten-

13

ants.

14

SECTION 42. ORS 459A.007 is amended to read:

15

459A.007. (1) A person providing the opportunity to recycle shall fulfill

16

the requirements of subsection (3) of this section using the following recy-

17

cling program elements:

18
19

(a) Provision of at least one durable recycling container to each residential service customer.

20

(b) On-route collection at least once each week of source separated

21

recyclable material from residential collection service customers, provided

22

on the same day that solid waste is collected from each customer.

23
24

(c) An expanded education and promotion program as described in ORS
459A.008.

25

(d) A multifamily collection program that includes:

26

(A) Collection of [at least four principal recyclable materials or the number

27

of materials required to be collected under the residential on-route collection

28

program, whichever is less,] materials designated for collection on the

29

uniform statewide collection list established under section 19 of this

30

2021 Act from each multifamily dwelling complex that has five or more units;

31

and
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2

(B) Education and promotion directed to the residents of the multifamily
dwelling complex.

3

(e) An effective residential yard debris collection and composting program

4

that includes the promotion of home composting of yard debris, and that also

5

includes either:

6

(A) Monthly or more frequent on-route collection of yard debris from

7

residential collection service customers for production of compost or other

8

marketable products; or

9
10

(B) A system of yard debris collection depots conveniently located and
open to the public at least once a week.

11

(f) A commercial recycling program that includes:

12

(A) Weekly, or on a more appropriate regular schedule, onsite collection

13

of source separated [principal recyclable] materials designated for col-

14

lection on the uniform statewide collection list established under sec-

15

tion 19 of this 2021 Act from, at a minimum, commercial generators of solid

16

waste employing 10 or more persons and occupying 1,000 square feet or more

17

in a single location.

18

(B) An education and promotion program conducted to inform all com-

19

mercial generators of solid waste of the manner and benefits of the com-

20

mercial recycling program that provides effective promotion of the program

21

to the generators.

22

(C) Other optional elements, including but not limited to waste assess-

23

ments and recycling recognition programs. A city or county is encouraged

24

to involve local business organizations in publicly recognizing outstanding

25

recycling efforts by commercial generators of solid waste. The recognition

26

may include awards designed to provide additional incentives to increase

27

recycling efforts.

28
29

(D) Each commercial generator of solid waste shall strive to achieve 55
percent recovery from its solid waste stream by the year 2025.

30

(g) Expanded depots for recycling of at least all [principal recyclable]

31

materials designated for collection at recycling depots on the uniform
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statewide collection list established under section 19 of this 2021 Act,

2

and provisions for promotion or education to maximize the use of the depots.

3

The depots must:

4

(A) Have regular and convenient hours;

5

(B) Be open on the weekend days; and

6

(C) When feasible, collect additional recyclable materials.

7

(h) Solid waste residential collection rates that encourage waste re-

8

duction, reuse and recycling through reduced rates for smaller containers,

9

including at least one rate for a container that is 21 gallons or less in size.

10

Based on the average weight of solid waste disposed per container for con-

11

tainers of different sizes, the rate on a per pound disposed basis may not

12

decrease with increasing size of containers, and the rates per container ser-

13

vice may not be less with additional containers serviced.

14

(i) A collection and composting system for food and other compostable

15

waste from commercial and institutional entities that generate large amounts

16

of such wastes.

17

(j) A commercial recycling program that requires commercial generators

18

of solid waste that generate large amounts of recyclable materials to source

19

separate recyclable materials.

20

(k) A program for monthly or more frequent on-route collection and

21

composting for food and other compostable waste from residential collection

22

service customers. The program described in this paragraph must include

23

education or promotion to reduce contamination of the compost feedstock

24

collected.

25

(L) A recovery program for construction and demolition debris that:

26

(A) Requires construction and demolition debris to be source separated

27

at the generation site or sent to a material recovery facility for processing

28

and recovery; and

29
30
31

(B) Includes an education or promotion program for developers, contractors and residential owners that provides strategies to:
(i) Reduce waste during preconstruction planning and in building con[56]
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struction, renovation and demolition phases; and

2

(ii) Direct waste to reuse and material recovery facilities.

3

(m) A food waste collection program requiring nonresidential generators

4

that generate large amounts of food waste to source separate the food waste

5

for recovery.

6

(2) The waste prevention education and reuse program elements that a

7

city or county shall use to implement the requirements of subsection (6) or

8

(7) of this section are as follows:

9

(a) A citywide or countywide education and promotion program about the

10

environmental benefits of, and opportunities to reduce the generation of

11

waste through, waste prevention and reuse.

12

(b) A waste prevention campaign targeting residential generators of waste

13

and focused on one or more toxic or energy intensive materials or consumer

14

purchasing practices.

15

(c) A waste prevention campaign targeting commercial or institutional

16

generators of waste and focused on one or more toxic or energy intensive

17

materials or consumer purchasing practices.

18
19

(d) A waste prevention and reuse education program in elementary and
secondary schools.

20

(e) A program for the provision of city or wasteshed funding or

21

infrastructure support to promote and sustain reuse, repair, leasing or shar-

22

ing efforts.

23

(f) A program for the provision of city or wasteshed technical assistance

24

to promote and sustain the reuse, repair or leasing of materials or other

25

sharing of efforts to reduce waste.

26
27

(g) City or wasteshed support for a food rescue program that diverts to
residents food that would otherwise be composted or disposed.

28

(3) Each city that is within a metropolitan service district or with a

29

population of at least 4,000 and each county that is responsible for the area

30

between city limits and the urban growth boundary of the city or the area

31

outside the city limits but within a metropolitan service district shall im[57]
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3

plement either:
(a) The applicable number of recycling program elements for the size and
location of the city as provided in subsection (4) of this section; or

4

(b) An alternative program that complies with the rules of the Environ-

5

mental Quality Commission and that is designed to be as effective in recov-

6

ering recyclable materials from solid waste as the requirements provided in

7

subsection (4) of this section and to achieve at least the lesser of:

8

(A) Recovery rates specified in ORS 459A.010 (2); or

9

(B) Recovery levels comparable to similar communities.

10

(4) The number of recycling program elements that cities and counties

11

must implement to comply with subsection (3) of this section are as follows:

12

(a) For cities within a metropolitan service district:

13

(A) The three recycling program elements set forth under subsection

14

(1)(a), (b) and (c) of this section and at least four additional [elements] ele-

15

ment set forth under subsection (1) of this section; or

16
17

(B) At least eight recycling program elements set forth under subsection
(1) of this section.

18

(b) For cities with a population of at least 4,000 but not more than 10,000

19

that are located 120 miles or less from the City of Portland, at least four

20

recycling program elements set forth under subsection (1) of this section.

21

(c) For cities with a population of at least 4,000 but not more than 10,000

22

that are more than 120 miles from the City of Portland, at least three recy-

23

cling program elements set forth under subsection (1) of this section.

24
25

(d) For cities with a population of more than 10,000 but not more than
50,000 that are located 150 miles or less from the City of Portland:

26

(A) The three recycling program elements set forth under subsection

27

(1)(a), (b) and (c) of this section and at least two additional elements set

28

forth under subsection (1) of this section; or

29
30
31

(B) At least six recycling program elements set forth under subsection (1)
of this section.
(e) For cities with a population of more than 10,000 that are located more
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than 150 miles from the City of Portland:

2

(A) The three recycling program elements set forth under subsection

3

(1)(a), (b) and (c) of this section and at least one additional elements set forth

4

under subsection (1) of this section; or

5
6
7
8

(B) At least five recycling program elements set forth under subsection
(1) of this section.
(f) For cities with a population of more than 50,000 that are located 150
miles or less from the City of Portland:

9

(A) The three recycling program elements set forth under subsections

10

(1)(a), (b) and (c) of this section and at least three additional recycling pro-

11

gram elements set forth under subsection (1) of this section; or

12
13

(B) At least seven recycling program elements set forth under subsection
(1) of this section.

14

(5) A city or county that is not subject to subsection (6) or (7) of this

15

section may substitute the waste prevention and reuse program element set

16

forth in subsection (2)(a) of this section and at least two additional elements

17

set forth in subsection (2) of this section for one recycling program element

18

set forth under subsection (1) of this section.

19

(6) Each city that is within a metropolitan service district or with a

20

population of greater than 50,000 and each county that is responsible for the

21

area between city limits and the urban growth boundary of a city with a

22

population of greater than 50,000 or the area outside of city limits but within

23

a metropolitan service district urban growth boundary shall implement ei-

24

ther:

25

(a) The waste prevention and reuse program element set forth under sub-

26

section (2)(a) of this section, and at least four additional elements set forth

27

under subsection (2) of this section; or

28

(b) An alternative program that complies with the rules of the Environ-

29

mental Quality Commission and is designed to achieve similar benefits as the

30

elements in subsection (2) of this section.

31

(7) Each city with a population of greater than 10,000 but no more than
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50,000, that is within a county of greater than 100,000 population, and each

2

county of greater than 100,000 population that is responsible for the area

3

between city limits and the urban growth boundary of a city with a popu-

4

lation of greater than 10,000 but no more than 50,000 shall implement either:

5

(a) The waste prevention and reuse program element set forth under sub-

6

section (2)(a) of this section, and at least two additional elements set forth

7

under subsection (2) of this section; or

8

(b) An alternative program that complies with the rules of the Environ-

9

mental Quality Commission and is designed to achieve similar benefits as the

10

elements in subsection (2) of this section.

11

(8)(a) For a city using waste prevention and reuse elements set forth un-

12

der subsection (2) of this section to satisfy requirements set forth in sub-

13

section (6) or (7) of this section, waste prevention and reuse elements may

14

be provided by the county or metropolitan service district where the city is

15

located, provided that implementation or provisions of such elements are

16

made available throughout the city.

17

(b) For a county that includes or is within a metropolitan service district

18

using waste prevention and reuse elements set forth under subsection (2) of

19

this section to satisfy requirements set forth in subsection (6) or (7) of this

20

section, waste prevention and reuse elements may be provided by the metro-

21

politan service district where the county is located, provided that imple-

22

mentation or provision of such elements are made available within the entire

23

urban growth boundary of the metropolitan service district.

24

(9)(a) Each local government that franchises or licenses the collection of

25

solid waste and establishes the rates to be charged for collection service

26

shall:

27

(A) Include in those rates all net costs incurred by the local government,

28

franchisee or licensee for providing the opportunity to recycle and for im-

29

plementing the requirements of this section; or

30

(B) Fund implementation of the opportunity to recycle through an alter-

31

native source of funding that may include but is not limited to disposal fees.
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(b) As used in this subsection, “net costs” includes but is not limited to

2

the reasonable costs for collecting, handling, processing, storing, transport-

3

ing and delivering to market recyclable material and for providing any re-

4

quired education and promotion or data collection services adjusted by a

5

factor to account for proceeds from the sale of recyclable material.

6

(10) A local government may assess a fee on solid waste collection or

7

disposal services to cover costs to the local government for providing the

8

opportunity to recycle and for implementing the requirements of this section.

9

SECTION 43. ORS 459A.008 is amended to read:

10

459A.008. An expanded education and promotion program to satisfy the

11

requirements of ORS 459A.007 must carry out the policy set forth in ORS

12

459.015, inform generators of solid waste of the manner and benefits of re-

13

ducing, reusing, recycling and composting material, promote use of recycling

14

services and reduce contamination in collected recyclables. The city, county

15

or metropolitan service district responsible for providing an opportunity to

16

recycle shall provide the education and promotion program in one of the

17

following ways:

18

(1)(a) Preparing and implementing an education and promotion plan that

19

includes actions to effectively reach solid waste generators and all new and

20

existing collection service customers as necessary to fulfill the intent of this

21

section.

22

(b) The plan described in paragraph (a) of this subsection must be sub-

23

mitted to the Department of Environmental Quality during the first year that

24

the plan is in effect. Thereafter, the wasteshed shall submit a summary of

25

activities in the plan to the department at the same time the county submits

26

the periodic report required under ORS 459A.050 (1)(a). The summary must

27

cover at least the time period until the next periodic report is due to the

28

department.

29

(2) Implementing all of the following:

30

(a)(A) Provision of recycling notification and education packets to all new

31

residential, commercial and institutional collection service customers that
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include, at a minimum, information about the materials collected, the

2

schedule for collection, the way to prepare materials for collection, why

3

separating material for recycling is necessary and how to reduce contam-

4

ination of the materials set out for collection.

5

(B) In addition to the requirements of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph,

6

the educational and promotional materials provided to commercial collection

7

customers must:

8

(i) Be targeted to meet the needs of various types of businesses;

9

(ii) Include information on the economic and other benefits of recycling,

10

common barriers to recycling and solutions to the barriers, additional re-

11

sources for commercial generators of solid waste and other information de-

12

signed to assist and encourage recycling efforts and reduce contamination;

13

and

14

(iii) Encourage each commercial collection customer to have a goal to

15

achieve 55 percent recovery from the customer’s solid waste stream by 2025.

16

(b) Provision of recycling information to collection service customers, in

17

a variety of formats and materials at least four times per calendar year, that

18

includes, at a minimum, the materials collected and the schedule for col-

19

lection.

20

(c) Provision, at least annually, of the information described in paragraph

21

(a) of this subsection to all residential, commercial and institutional col-

22

lection service customers.

23
24

(d) Targeting of community and media events to promote recycling and
reduce contamination in collected recyclables.

25

[(e) A program to determine the levels of contamination of materials set out

26

for collection and to take action to reduce contamination in collected

27

recyclables.]

28

SECTION 44. ORS 459A.025 is amended to read:

29

459A.025. (1) According to the requirements of ORS chapter 183, the En-

30

vironmental Quality Commission shall adopt rules and guidelines necessary

31

to carry out the provisions of ORS 459.005, 459.015, 459.035, 459.250, 459.992
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4

(1) and (2), 459.995 and 459A.005 to 459A.665, including but not limited to:
(a) Acceptable alternative methods for providing the opportunity to recycle;
(b) Education, promotion and notice requirements, which requirements

5

may be different for disposal sites and collection systems;

6

(c) Identification of the wastesheds within the state;

7

[(d) Identification of the principal recyclable material in each wasteshed;]

8

[(e)] (d) Guidelines for local government units and other persons respon-

9

sible for implementing the provisions of ORS 459.005, 459.015, 459.035, 459.250,

10
11
12
13
14

459.992 (1) and (2), 459.995 and 459A.005 to 459A.665; and
[(f)] (e) Standards for the joint submission of the recycling reports required under ORS 459A.050 (1).
(2) In adopting rules or guidelines under this section, the commission
shall consider:

15

(a) The policy stated in ORS 459.015.

16

(b) Systems and techniques available for recycling, including but not

17

limited to existing recycling programs.

18

(c) Availability of markets for recyclable material.

19

(d) Costs of collecting, storing, transporting and marketing recyclable

20

material.

21

(e) Avoided costs of disposal.

22

(f) Density and characteristics of the population to be served.

23

(g) Composition and quantity of solid waste generated and potential

24

recyclable material found in each wasteshed.

25

SECTION 45. ORS 459A.075 is amended to read:

26

459A.075. Nothing in [ORS 459.005, 459.015, 459.035, 459.250, 459.992,

27

459.995 and 459A.005 to 459A.665] ORS 459A.080 (3) and 459A.085 applies to

28

recyclable material [which] that is:

29

(1) Source separated by the generator; and

30

(2) Purchased from or exchanged by the generator for fair market value

31

for recycling or reuse.
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SECTION 46. ORS 459A.080 is amended to read:

2

459A.080. A person may not:

3

(1) Without the permission of the owner or generator of recyclable mate-

4

rial, take recyclable material set out to be collected by a person authorized

5

by a city or county to provide collection service for that recyclable material.

6

(2) Remove any recyclable material from a container, box, collection ve-

7

hicle, depot or other receptacle for the accumulation or storage of recyclable

8

material without permission of the owner of the receptacle.

9

(3)(a) Except as provided in paragraph (b) of this subsection, mix

10

source separated recyclable material with solid waste in any landfill or ve-

11

hicle, box, container or receptacle used in solid waste collection or disposal.

12

(b) The Environmental Quality Commission may establish by rule

13

exemptions from the prohibition against mixing source separated

14

recyclable materials contained in paragraph (a) of this subsection.

15

SECTION 47. ORS 459.035 is amended to read:

16

459.035. Consistent with ORS 459.015 [(2)(c)] (2)(e), the Department of

17

Environmental Quality shall provide to state agencies, local government

18

units and persons providing collection service, advisory technical and plan-

19

ning assistance in development and implementation of effective solid waste

20

management plans and practices, implementation of recycling programs un-

21

der ORS 459.250, 459A.005 to 459A.120 and 459A.600 to 459A.620, and assist-

22

ance in training of personnel in solid waste management. The department

23

shall report to the Legislative Assembly from time to time on further as-

24

sistance that will be needed to develop, implement and administer effective

25

solid waste management programs or recycling programs. The department

26

shall assist in surveys to locate potential disposal sites. The department may

27

request the assistance of other state agencies.

28

SECTION 48. ORS 459.772 is amended to read:

29

459.772. Notwithstanding any other provision of ORS 459.015, for purposes

30

of encouraging the use of waste tires under ORS 459.705 to 459.790, the use

31

of processed, source-separated waste tires having a positive market value as
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a new product to recover energy shall be considered recycling under ORS

2

459.015 [(2)(a)(C)] (2)(c)(C).

3

SECTION 49. ORS 90.318 is amended to read:

4

90.318. (1) In a city or the county within the urban growth boundary of

5

a city that has implemented multifamily recycling service, a landlord who

6

has five or more residential dwelling units on a single premises or five or

7

more manufactured dwellings in a single facility shall at all times during

8

tenancy provide to all tenants:

9

(a) A separate location for containers or depots for [at least four principal

10

recyclable materials or for the number of materials required to be collected

11

under the residential on-route collection program, whichever is less,] materi-

12

als designated for collection on the uniform statewide collection list

13

established under section 19 of this 2021 Act, adequate to hold the rea-

14

sonably anticipated volume of each material;

15
16

(b) Regular collection service of the source separated recyclable materials; and

17

(c) Notice at least once a year of the opportunity to recycle with a de-

18

scription of the location of the containers or depots on the premises and in-

19

formation about how to recycle. New tenants shall be notified of the

20

opportunity to recycle at the time of entering into a rental agreement.

21
22

(2) As used in this section, “recyclable material” and “source separate”
have the meaning given those terms in ORS 459.005.

23
24

REPEALS

25
26

SECTION 50. ORS 459A.675, 459A.680 and 459A.685 are repealed.

27
28

TEMPORARY PROVISIONS

29
30

SECTION 51. (1) A producer responsibility organization shall com-

31

plete the first study required under section 13 of this 2021 Act no later
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than December 31,

.

2

(2) A producer responsibility organization shall first submit a pro-

3

gram plan to the Department of Environmental Quality under section

4

6 of this 2021 Act no later than July 1, 2022.

5

SECTION 52. (1) The Department of Environmental Quality shall

6

first report the findings of the study conducted under section 22 of this

7

2021 Act to the Environmental Quality Commission no later than

8

September 15,

.

9

(2) The Oregon Department of Administrative Services shall first

10

complete the assessment required by section 34 of this 2021 Act no

11

later than September 15, 2022.

12

SECTION 53. Notwithstanding the term of office specified in section

13

15 of this 2021 Act, of the members first appointed to the Oregon Re-

14

cycling System Advisory Council:

15

(1) Four shall serve for terms ending June 30, 2023;

16

(2) Four shall serve for terms ending June 30, 2024; and

17

(3) Five shall serve for terms ending June 30, 2025.

18
19

UNIT AND SECTION CAPTIONS

20
21

SECTION 54. The unit and section captions used in this 2021 Act

22

are provided only for the convenience of the reader and do not become

23

part of the statutory law of this state or express any legislative intent

24

in the enactment of this 2021 Act.

25
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100% Clean Energy Resolution
Whereas, climate change threatens the lives and livelihoods of the people of Eugene
and,
Whereas, resolving climate change will take actions at the Local, State, and National level
Hereby, be it resolved;
The Eugene Sustainability Commission recommends the Eugene City Council support efforts to transition
to 100% Renewable Electricity by 2035 at the local, State, and National level through:
•

•
•

Supporting legislation in the Oregon State Legislature to pass a 100% Renewable Electricity bill,
such as HB 2995 (https://olis.oregonlegislature.gov/liz/2021R1/Measures/Overview/HB2995)
under consideration during the 2021 Legislative Session
Supporting rulemaking at the Federal level to require 100% renewable electricity by 2035 as part
of the Clean Power Plan, as President Joe Biden has proposed
Working with EWEB to set a target date for 100% renewable electricity locally
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